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f
X-ray Attenuation Coefficients From 10 k' J to 100 Mev

Gladys White Grodstein
A tabulation of attenuation coefficients of X-rays and gamma rays from 0.01 to 100

Mev for 29 materials Is presented. A summary of information oi the probability of the
basic interaction processes of photons with matter and a detailed analysis of experimental
and theoretical evidence are included. Present information on the basic processes is ade-
quate for many applications; however, improved theory and additional experimental data
are needed in certain areas., A comparison of calculated and experimental coefficients
points up this need.

1. Introduction

1.1. Narrow-Beam Attenuation scattering; the scattering may be regarded as a
combination of absorption and emission of a

The attenuation coefficients tabulated here are photon, the emission taking place in a new direc-
narrow-beam, as opposed to broad-beam, coeffi- tion.
cients. The total probability that a photon of The most important process at low photon
given energy interacts with matter may be studied energy is the photoelectric effect, defined as the
experimentally with a well-collimated beam of absorption of a photon with subsequent ejection
homogeneous X-rays incident upon an absorber of an atomic electron. Electrons in the K and L
(fig. 1). A well-shielded detector measures the shells account for most of the absorption by this
intensity of the transmitted beam, and any photon process at frequencies greater than the K-edge
absorbed or deflected appreciably does not reach frequency; the K electrons contribute more than
the detector, if the detector is sufficiently colli- 80 percent of the total absorption at these fre-
mated and far from the absorber. The attenua- quencies. Photons with energy very much in
tion of the intensity received by the detector as excess of that required to eject an electron are
the absorber thickness is increased measures the unlikely to be absorbed. Consequently, the ab-
total probability of the interaction processes. sorption coefficient for the photoelectric effect
The usual semilogarithmic plot of transmitted decreases rapidly as the photon energy increases.
intensity, I versus thickness of absorber, t, follows Scattering of photons by atomic electrons makes
a straight line, indicating exponential decay of the a large contribution to the total attenuation co-
intensity according to I(t)=I(0)exp(-- t). The efficient in the middle energy range (0.5 to 5 Mev).
slope, p, of the straight line represents the total Most of the scattering is incoherent, Compton
attenuation coefficient, namely, the probability scattering; a photon is deflected with a reduction
that a photon be removed from the incident beam in energy and an atomic electron recoils out of the
per unt thickness of material traversed. A layer atom.The probability of this process may be

of matter absorbs according to the quantity of calculated approximately as though the atomic
matter it contains, which is the thickness traversed electrons were free. Incoherent radiation con-
times. the density of the material. Therefore sists of a spectrum of frequencies smaller than the
absorber thicknesses are conveniently expressed primary frequency. The intensity scattered in
on a mass basis, in grams per square centimeter. any direction is simply the sum of the intensities
Accordingly, the attenuation coefficient is often scattered by the individual electrons.
expressd in (g/cm)=cm/g and called the Some of the scattering by an atomic system is
mass-absorption coefficient. coherent, Rayleigh scattering; a photon may be

deflected with no loss in energy, and the atomic
1.2. Absorption and Scattering Processes system recoils as a whole under the impact. The

probability of this process is large only for photons
Photons may be absorbed or scattered as the with low energy; that is, in the region where

result of interaction with a material. Absorption photoelectric absrtion gives the main contribu-
is characterized by the disappearance of a photon. tion to the total attenuation coefficient.
Scattered photons are deflected from the original A photon with energy greater than 1 Mev may
direction with or without a decrease in energy. be absorbed in the neighborhood of an atomic
"The total probability that a process takes place nucleus or an atomic electron and produce an
per unit thickness of absorber is the sum of the electron-positron pair. The probability for this
probabilities of occurrence of the various absorp- process increases rapidly with photon energy
tion and scattering processes [1].1.2 To each kind above the threshold but levels off at higher
of absorption process corresponds a process of energies. The positron of the pair is eventually

*This sue has been carrled out with the support of the Biophyulas ailihilted with production of new X-rays. The
Bndhoa••ttche litt rerencs t te end of o n largest fraction of the new radiation consists of
S[] econtains a cauuifleation and a qualitative desription of ft photons with energy mcw emitted in pairs in

absorptimn and scattering procesms opposite directions.
sbemptlmand esttrlul pro~m1



Absorption of a photon by the atomic nucleus There is also an appreciable amount of coherent
[2] occurs with subsequent emission of nuclear scattering at small angles. The intensity of this
particles mostly neutrons, and little gamma radia- radiation scattered within a cone of aperture
tion. Thie probability of this photonuclear process 0., can be obtained by integrating numerical data
has a maximum around 15 to 25 Mev, depending on the differential cross section for this purpose.
upon the atomic number of the absorber. In a This was done by Colgate [5), using the numerical
narrow energy interval about the maximum it may data of Debye [6] and the equations of Franz 17]; 4

give a contribution of 5 to 10 percent to the total see also Moon's discussion ol the Franz equations
attenuation coefficient. [81.

Scattering of photons by atomic nuclei occurs in The need for these theoretical corrections to the
a manner analogous to the scattering by atomic attenuation of the incident beam can be eliminated
electrons. Scattering by nuclei may be either if one follows the extrapolation procedure to
elastic or inelastic. The probability of nuclear 8,,,=0 suggested by Colgate [5]. This procedure
scattering is generally small compared to the eliminates only the effect of Compton scattering,
probability of scattering by the atomic electrons. unless measurements are actually taken down to
Its contribution to the total attenuation coefficient the very small values of 09. at which coherent
is negligible, except as noted at the end of section scattering is important.
2.4; it is less than 0.1 percent in the 15- to 20-Mev Fluorescent radiation originating in an absorber
range for heavy elements. as a result of photoelectric absorption can also

Even though the contribution of these nuclear reach the detector. However, the intensity inter-
effects to the total attenuation is quite appreciable cepted by the detector in the usual narrow-beam
in small regions, and even though information on experiment is quite small. For example, for Pb
these effects begins to be abundant and reasonably exposed to 100-key radiation, the intensity of
accurate, these data do not yet constitute a body fluorescence per steradian is roughly 6 percent
of knowledge comparable to the knowledge for [0.95(76/100)(1/4w)] of the radiation absorbed
electronic effects. Therefore, the main tables of photoelectrically. (The fluorescent yield is 0.95,
this Circular include only the effects of electronic and K. radiation is isotropic with 76-key energy.)
processes. Information on nuclear effects is dis- Assuming for the detector aperture a solid angle
cussed briefly in section 2.4, and some data on the of 0.01 steradian, which Ms rather large for this type
nuclear contribution to attenuation are given, of experiment, the measured intensity of the 76-

Key radiation is roughly 0.06 percent of the
1.3. Corrections to Narrow-Beam Measure- intensity absorbed photoelectrically from the

ments incident 100-kev radiation.
The number of annihilation photons from the

Some radiation scattered in an absorber will absorber that reach the detector will be similarly
always reach the detector, as seen in figure 1. small in the usual narrow-beam experiment. As-
The effect of receiving this scattered radiation is suming that all radiation emitted is from 2 quanta
to increase the intensity of the transmitted beam. annihilation and is isotropic, the number of
The intensity of singly scattered radiation can be photons per steradian will be approximately 16
easily calculated. If the maximum angle (G.,.Z) percent of the number of pairs produced. The
through which radiation is scattered into the number of photons detected in a solid angle of 0.01
detector is small, and if the experimental arrange- steradian is only 0.16 percent of the number of
ment has cylindrical symmetry, the intensity of electron-positron pairs produced in the absorber
the transmitted beam is increased by the amount by the incident radiation.
of scattering within a cone of aperture 0,,. The
intensity of radiation scattered within this cone 1.4. Combination of Attenuation Coefficients
can be subtracted from the measured intensity to
give the attenuation of the incident beam. For The probabilities of interaction processes of an
small GO.. the intensity of Compton scattering X-ray photon with different atoms of an absorber
within the cone according to the Klein-Nishina add up without mutual disturbance, in general.
formula is given by s The effect of chemical binding on the interaction

of X-rays with valence electrons is exceedingly
1 2 1_- ( weak. However, the orderly arrangement of

Cz6. 1 12-( 9a+ 4 ) atoms next to one another does influence the total
where probability of interaction processes to an extent

that is quite considerable, expecially in Bragg
x=-the thickness of the absorber, in g/cm2, reflection by crystal lattices, when the momentum

transfer from photon to matter is of tha order
a=the incident energy, in mc2 units, and of the Planck constant divided by the spacing

of adjacent atoms. Special situations of this
--Ni'rIZfo 15 O'lOcm/g'. kind are disregarded in the present Circular.

A__*_A_--AWithin this approximation- the mass-attenuation
I A similar calcuation was made by. Davisson and Evans (3] and by 4 The total cross section of Franz is too small by a factor of 2 owing to an

Tarrant [4], but the Tarrant paper contains an erroneous result, analytical error.
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coefficient of a chemical compound or mixture is the material. In fact, at energies greater than a
an average of the mass attenuation coefficients of few million electron volts, electrons may travel
the oonstituent elements, weighted in proportion distances comparable to the mean free path of
to the abundance of each element by weight. For photons of the same energy. There are problems,
example, for water (1 part H, 8 parts 0), we have as in dosimetry and in medical or biological studies,
Pfto=(1/9)Px+(8/9)•o, provided the is's re ex- that require a calculation of the probable ener
pressed as mass-attenuation coefficients, transfer to a material by a beam of X-rays. The

fraction of energy dissipated locally by a narrow
1.S. Energy Absorption beam of X-rays is given by the product of the

probability of each interaction process and the
Most of the energy transferred from X-rays and probable fraction of the photon energy that is

gamma rays to a materialis iven to electrons or
positrons and then dissipated along the path of dissipated locally in the absorber as a result of the
these particles. Part of this energy is aborbed process. The definition of the term "locally" is
by inelastic collisions with other atomic electrons not unique; it will depend on the energy of the
and some is released to photons of lower energy. incident radiation, on the material of the absorber,
Thus the energy of the incident photon is not and further on the purpose of a particular measure-
entirely absorbed at the point of its interaction in ment and the viewpoint of the observer.

2. Probability of Processes
Theoretical methods for calculating the proba- retical analysis of the photoelectric effect involve

bility of the basic interaction processes of photons one or more of the following features:
with matter are well established. However, sys- (a) Schematic treatment of the interactionj
tematic calculations are complicated. Various among atomic electrons, in the form of "screening
kinds of approximations can be utilized, but their effects," which permits the use of hydrogen-like
proper application requires some care. Substaa- wave functions for the atomic electrons.
tial uncertainty still exists regarding many details (b) Treatment of the electron motion according
of the approximation procedures. to nonrelativistic quantum mechanics ¶valid for

Nevertheless, theory has progressed to the point Ar/mc<<<l, (Z/137)2<<1).
where the present tabulation of data has been (c) Disregard of the attraction exerted by the
derived primarily from theory, with experimental nucleus on the electron as it'leaves the atom
data providing the necessary checks and some (Born approximation valid for Z/(137v/c)«<<,
additional fitting. where v is the speed of the ejected electron).

(d) Disregard of the possibility that the ejected
2.1. Photoelectric Effect electron may receive from the %adiation an

angular momentum larger than h/2w (dipole tran-
The probability of the photoelectric r effectra sition approximation). This assumption is justi-

exhibitso as main features, a very rapid decrease fied if the X-ray wavelength is much larger than
as the frequency of the incident X-ray increases the initial wavelength of the atomic electron.
and a rapid increase as the atomic number of the
material increases. This behavior appears nat- (e) Treatment of the electron motion by the
ural because an electron can resonate under the Sommerfeld-Maue-Furry approximation (angular
driving action of a high-frequency disturbance momentum quantum number > Z/137). T]hi
only if it is held by a very strong force such as approximation is useful when the conditions are

obtains in the space immediately surrounding an opposite to (d), that is, when (at very high ener-

atomic nucleus. This portion of the atomic es) most of the photoelectric effect is contributed
volume, where the force is adequate, is a decreas- by high order multipoles.
ing function of the diving frequency and an The interaction of radiation with the atomic
increasing function of the magnitude of the electron is normally treated as "weak." Higher-
nuclear charge. When the photon energy A, order electrodynamic effects require corrections of
exceeds me2 most of the momentum of the ejected the order of 1/137 or smaller.
electron is imparted directly by the incident As a further approximation one often assumes
photon. The attraction by the nucleus need that the probability ratio of pihotoelectric ejection
supply only a momentum of the order of me, no of different electrons is energy independent in the
matter how large is the energy hr. Accordingly, range of interest. Because this approximation is
the probability of the photoelectric effect de- reasonable, and as K electrons have the largest
creases more slowly as the energy hr keeps chance of being ejected by X-rays above the K
increasing in the relativistic range. edge, most data in the literature deal with the

Simpliniig aseumptioa. The main approxi- photoelectric effect in the K shell.
mations that are usually considered in any theo- The principal calculations which have been

ISee Sommeuld [91 and Hall [10] for reviews of the theory of the photo- - Bethe and Maelmon [11]und this approximation in the calculation of the
e"Ire eOrL differential cra section for rbr tMhn and pair production.
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carried out in detail are listed below, with an Nagojaka formula ( proxinwioa. a and e).
indication of the pertinent approximations. Negasak [17] developed a high-energ formula

Sm Born eakulagM (approximmudm a, using the Sommerfel&-Maue function 1or the final
b c). The crow section for photolectric effect in state and the exact Dirac wave function for the
lie K shell of an atom with atomic number Z initial state of the K-electron. The Sommerfeld-
for a photon of energy hr is [12, p. 207] Maue function may be used for the final state of

the electron in the photoelectric effect so long as
"V _ 8 (Z/137)s(e-1 in )«<<l, *here i is the energy of the

vz=Mvf yW ( 34 rO l. (1) electron in units of me. The effect of screenn
was completely neglected in this calculation, which

SaWr formula (ap reimai a, c). The cor- is justified by the remark in footnote 7.
responding relativistic calculation was made by
Sauter [131. The assumption (b) is thereby Nagaska's cross section has the form
eliminated.

Stobbeformula (approximatio,. a, b, d). A basic 3 Z3 me' G
calculation, u"in exact nonrelativistic hydrogen- EE-ý #0 T374 -AT 0-
like wave functions was made by Stobbe [141
forelectronsofthek, L andMshells. Itsresults Z/• ,--2 1- 1-Z
can be expressed by a iactorf [12], which repre- *-hT;-- 0.832 +1.476 (4)
sents the ratio of the "non-Born" cross section to
the "Born" cross section eq (1).

&zut&o"U combined formula. The Sauter- where e=1+(hI--I)/m9 .is the total energy of
Born approximation cross section may be cor- the ejected electron (including its rest mass) in
rected to a considerable extent by multiplying it units of mc', 0 is a factor discussed below, and
with the factorf derived by Stobbe under a non- (es--l)3 4 (2) 1
relativistic approximation. The combined formula go== + n e +

becomes 4e )• (5+1)WJ--3 00 Z6 -m- (a -- +) Y4-(,-2)"(5

2( F137 ) LI +- Notice that eq (4) reduces to the Sauter formula

1 7 + Viy___ N1 -Tew . (2) if the terms following wo are disregarded; (Y is
(I-__ - taken n 1, and I is dis arded in the definition

n) E /' -e, so that e=-Y. In theligh-energylimit, more
(2) specifically for 1/'<<«1, Nagasaka findswhere

AV-- +1,- and I=(Z-0.3)2Ry. G=exp [-rZ/137+2(Z/137)--(7/137)" In (Z/137)].

Ie (6)

Hulme calculadon (pproimadtion a). A cal-
culation using exact relativistic hydrogen-lik The correasnnaditn factor in Hall's formula (3)
wave functions was made by Hulme [15]. The has an additional fator of 2in front of the logas-
results are given numerically for a few values of the exponent The Hall and Nagaska
the atomic number and of the photon energy. calculations differ in formal procedure but utilize
Interpolation is possible to a considerable extent. in fact the same approximation. Part of the
Approximation (d) is set aside, but the requirement difference between the results (3) and (4) has
to carry out the calculations for many successive been traced by Nagasaka to an algebraic mistake
terms of the dipole, quadrupole . . . sequence in Hall's calculation.
makes the procedure prohibitively laborious at Most calculations 'in the literature deal with
As, 1. l a the photoelectric absorption in the K shell, which

Hall formula (a proZimation a, h/m2>>1). greatly exceeds the absorption in other shells for
Hall [16, 10] develope a high-energy formula that X-ray energies above the K edge. For energies
does not rely on the Born approximation, like the well above the K edge, absorption in the L.,IMT
Sauter formula, or on a separate evaluation of the . . . subshells greatly exceeds the absorption in
dipole, quadrupole,.. .sequence, like the Hulme the L, L,, MIX, ... subshells, because elec-
calculations. 'an gives trons with azimuthal quantum number 1=1, 2,

... are kept away from the proximity of the
5nucleus, by entrifugal action, and therefore, expe-

Zs 37 Re-_,+-_ in (3) rience less attraction than 1=0 electrons. The
relative probability of photoelectric effect in the

where K, LW, M1 , . .. sub4he9s should be approximately
mc' independent of the photon energy at high ener-

R=1+[4(1-a-)--5/3] W,-, and a-Z/137, gies, according to elementary theory. These prob-
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abilities should be approximately in the same ra- drogenlike wave functions of the electron within
tios, 1, 1/28, 1/38, . . . as the probabilities that the atom before and after absorption of the photon
K, L,, My, . . . electrons be near the nucleus, correspond to energy levels evaluated as though
The Stobbe formulas indicate a slight decrease of the outer screening were absent. (The energy of
the ratios of L to K, M to K,... as Au increaes, the ejected electron may become negative when
An application of the Hall formula to a calcula- reduced by eV0, if hy is only a little above the
tion of uvJr at 2.62 Mev for Pb yields 0.20, absorption edge. This circumstance introduces
which is considerably more than one-eighth. no real difficulty because formulas for the hydro-
Limited experimental evidence has indicated 118], genlike approximation carry over to negative
as an approximate rule, that the total probability values of the energy.)
of photoelectric effect at h energies equl 5/4
of the probability for the K shell alone. Notice 2.2. Scattering by Atomic Electrons
that 5/4 is a little larger than the sum 1+1/23+
1/38= 1.16. The main contribution of scattering to the total

A simplified treatment of the interaction among attentuation coefficient arises from simple Comp-
atomic electrons (approximation a) may suffice for ton effect processes ' in which the bonds of the
the photoelectric action on K shell electrons for atomic electrons within the material can be dis-
which nuclear attraction greatly predorminates over regarded. More complex scattering conditions
other attractions. The portion of the electronic obtain at the lower photon energies where photo-
cloud that lies nearer to the nucleus than the electric absorption predominates over the attenua-
photoelectron effectively offsets, or "screens," tion due to scattering. Therefore, these more
the nuclear charge to some extent. This effect complex effects, which include coherent Rayleigh
may be taken into account by attributing to the scattering, do not influence the over-all attenua-
nucleus an "effective atomic number" Z-8. The tion very greatly.
number 8, called the "inner screening number," The Compton scattering by "free" electrons is
was evaluated semiempirically for the electrons of described to a very good approximation by the
the various shells by Slater [19]; values of 8 are theoretical Klein-Nishina law. Corrections aris-
given in table 1.1 ing from higher-order electrodynamic effects have

The portion of the electronic cloud, that is far- been calculated and amount to about 1 percent
ther away from the nucleus than the initial posi- only. Experimental evidence agrees "well with
tion of the photoelectron affects this electron like the Klein-Nishina value of the scattering cross
an "outer screening," that is, like an external section by free electrons, in the energy region
electrically charged shel]. This shell does not where Compton scattering giies the main con-
exert any electric force upon a charge inside, tribution to total attenuation.. The differential
where the photoelectron is, but establishes a n - cross section for scattering of a photon of fre-
tive potential difference of V0 volts between the quency P, with a deflection 0 into a solid angle
interior of the shell and external points at infinite rt, is
distance. The effect of this potential energy be-
comes apparent when the electron escapes from d¢(9)--
the atom. As soon as the electron reaches the 2 [1+a(1-cos 8)]2

outside of this shell the charge of the shell exerts
a repulsive force and thus helps the escape from a2(1--cos 0)' day(7
the nuclear attraction. The effective value of V0  l+a(- -cos)f.do, (7)
may be determined by observin that the experi-
mental value of the initial binding energy of the where A=(eZ/mc)t=7.94X1O-Hcmt, aXh/i10,and
photoelectron is eV0 ev smaller than the energy h, m, and c have the usual meaning. The integral
pertaining to a hydrogenlike wave function with cross section is
effective atomic number Z-8.

On this basis, the absorption of a photon with .2 f +lar-2al+a(la) n(1+2)]+
energy hA by an atomic electron appears to take K-_-NO 1  L 1+2a J
p lace inside the outer screening shell under the in-
fluence of attraction by a nuclear charge (Z--)e. In (l+ 2a) 1-i13a (
The outer screening does not influence the process 2a (1+92J" (8)
of absorption or the probability of the subsequent
ejection of the electron from the atom.8  The hy- For a< 1 [21], the following formula is con-
? Deth hs pointed out (in a private d•s•usson) that when photoelectric venient,

effet take plae near the nucleus well inside t 0hel, the Inner screwing
effect o n. A , It rmay be inappropriate to utilize an
bmw screening' -• *>oton whemnee in etcessm oz_.=. o[1--2a+5.2a'-- 13.3a•+32.74i... ]. (9)
0o tba Rabsorption edge. Thisemrklym prbbly whiy the probabill-ties of iotoeleot-lcft calculated with a-2 for low-Z the pmobal-

a an ndid by experl exim evidence and had to be The integral cross section (8) is tabulated inmodifiedbyr s mpi~ric correction, as discussed in sectIon 2.1.
SThis probability woud be Influenmed only If the out scres rt•n table 2.v•-d aidy•rmpointo poInt, which 1, not the cas (see _.__._Re

Pho Rmo . 727 (1UG)). iThe calcuation by Hail [y0,p.3531 ofa correction
to the section of tle pholoeectrI effect arising from outer seening 'For a fuller alsoumlon of Compton scattering and extensive tabulations
spresie to be Inconsistent with his application ofaWK3 appKozlmation. of the Klein.NighIna formula, mee Nelms 120].
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The assumption of free electrons that underlies section for incoherent scattering with deflection
the Klein-Nishina formula holds only if the 9 by the Z electrons of an atom equals approxi-
momentum transferred to the electron greatly mately
exceeds the initial momentum of the electron's
motion within an atom or molecule. In terms dvioh-=(1/2)Z4o[l+(Iw/me)(1-cos #)]-{ 1+cos'O
of the initial wavelength of the radiation (X) and
of the atomic electron b., this condition reads +(Iwlmc)'(1-co f)I/1+(lw/mc')

X X(1-cos #)]}S(g,Z-d. (10)

2 sin (8/2) To calculate the probability of coherent Rayleigh
scattering one must combine the amplitudes rather

and obtains less frequently than one may be than the intensities corresponding to scattering
inclined to expect. with a given momentum transfer to the different

When this condition does not obtain, Compton electrons. Here again the probability results as
scattering is complicated by the bonds that hold the sum of two factors. The first factor follows
the atomic electrons and becomes less frequent from the Klein-Nishina formula (7) by deleting
than predicted by the Klein-Nishina law. The (a) the last term in the braces, which corresponds
decrease of incoherent (inelastic) Compton scatter- to a flipping of an electron spin and is inconsistent
ing is accompanied by an increase of coherent with coherent scattering, and (b) the factor
scattering10 in which the photon loses no energy. -1+(hv/m1n)(1-cos 8)1-, which arises from the
As a result of constructive interference of the ratio of the incident and scatterezl frequencies and
radiation scattered coherently by different elec- must equal 1 for coherent scattering. The second
trons, the totaW cross section for scattering of factor of the coherent scattering cross section is
lower-energy photons grows larger than predicted somewhat complementary to the incoherent scat-
by the Klein-Nishina formula. tering function S, in that it represents the proba-

In an approximate calculation, one may regard bility, IF(q,Z)1I, that the Z electrons of an atom
the probability of Compton scattering by an take up a recoil momentum, q, without absorbing
atomic electron as the product of two factors. any energy. The function F(%,Z) is called the
The first factor concerns the probability that the form factor. The cross section for coherent
photon be deflected by a certain angle and trans- scattering equals:
fers to the electron a corresponding amount of
momentum q as though the electron were free. dacoh=(1I/2)ro(1+cos1 9)IF(q,Z) I'do. (11)
The momentum transfer is given by (h(/c) X
2sin(0/2) for hy(1-cos 0)«mc2. The second The form factor F and the cross section (11)
factor concerns the probability that the electron, are usualiy calculated separately for each kind of
having received a momentum q, will actually atom in a material. This procedure was indicated
"absorb energy and thereby become excited or in section 1.4 as generally adequate, with excep-
leave the atom. This analysis of probability tions. Additional scattering may actually arise
into two factors derives from the impulsive from interference among the X-rays scattered
character of the scattering process." coherently by electrons of different atoms. This

For the first factor one may take the Klein- effect depends on the state of aggregation of
Nishina cross section (8) for free electrons. For adjacent atoms. Its order of magnitude may be
the second factor one may take the incoherent lower than or comparable to the effect of inter-
scattering function S(qZ) which is discussed in ference of electrons from the same atom for
some detail in the appendix. If q is much smaller olyatomic gases, liquids, or amorphous solids.
than the root mean square momentum of the It becomes extremely large for crystalline solids
electron before the scattering, the second factor under conditions of. Bragg reflection. To calcu-
S becomes very small in proportion to 1 and any late this effect one must define and evaluate a
actual energy transfer is comparable to the binding suitable scattering factor F, which depends on the
energy of the atomic electron. If q is much larger arrangement of atoms of the material.
than the initial rms momentum, S equals approxi- The cross sections (10) and (11) are derived
mately 1, and the actual energy transfers are in a under the restrictive assumption that the X-ray
narrow band about q2/2m. -Thus incoherently frequency is much larger than the proper oscilla-
scattered radiation disappears at very low energies tion frequencies of atomic electrons, i. e., that the
and approaches the value given by the Klein- photon energy greatly exceeds the energies at
Nishina formula at high energies. The total cross which photoelectric absorption is intense. Insofar

as this assumption is not fulfilled, the coherent
1 Foratunerdisenuonooherent smtaternaudtabulations of form factor scattering cross section depends more critically ondata, se Nelms uAn Oppeniehm [21=

hemomeun trm takeps jIn the main a time short as com. the ratio between the X-ray frequency and the
rto remtion tim of the mecanhm t bled electron in te proper frequencies of the electrons (effect of

am.Thai the determlmstion of momentum twwn m~la prpeereuncesectteionton eucoccurms In t much shorter tnme then the determination of the e trani, anomalous dispersion). However, the assumptionThe hrmnr zeds on the phonc Iteaton, the cond On the fails seriously just at those energies where the
elenmtom naon.
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photoelectric cross section is much larger than lions. A comparison of the cross sections for
the scattering crow section. Therefore, an ac- atomic hydrogen in the case of complete screening
curate knowledge of scattering is not required for shows the Wheeler-Lamb value to be approxi-
acceptable accuracy on the total probability of mately 2 percent above the Fermi-Thomas result.
interactions. The progress towards improved Non-Born calculationfor low energy (approxim-
calculations of coherent scattering is discussed in tion a). A calculation using exact relativistic
[22]. The Rayleigh scattering by electrons corn- wave functions for an electron in an unscreened
bines coherently with other processes of elastic nuclear field was made by Jaeger and Hulme [28]
scattering, such as Delbrack scattering and elastic and Jaeger [29]. They obtained numerical results
nuclear scattering; however, this interference effect for photon energies of 3 and 5.2 mc ' and for a few
is of importance only for large photon energies elements; some interpolation of their results is
and scatt angles at which all of these processes possible. For Pb at 3 mc' the Born approximation
together yield a negligible contribution to the total value is lower by a factor of about 2 than the
attenuation coefficient. Jaeger-Hulme value; the difference is much smaller

at higher photon energy and lower atomic number.
2.3. Pair Production Non-Born calculation for high energy (approxi-

The production of an electron-positron pair by mation8 a and e). The cross section for specified
the absorption of a photon may be regarded as a energy and direction of each particle of the pair
photoelectric effect with the ejection of electrons was calculated by Bethe and Maximon [11] with-
photoelectric eft withthe eecution of elern out the use of Born approximation for energiesfrom negative energy states. Calculation of the lrecmae om' h oa rs eto

er large compared to mO. The total cross section
pair production probabity is, therefore, analogous was obtained by analytical integration by Davies,
to the photoelectric calculation. The pertinent Bethe, and Maximon [30]. The correction to the
approximations are of the same types except for Born approximation calculation is important
two an differences; (a) pair production occurs only for large momentum transfer to the atom
only at relativistic energies (approximation (b) of where screening is not important; therefore, this
section 2.1 is never valid) and (b) the initial state correction may be applied equally to the cases of
of the electron belongs to a continuum for pair complete, incomplete, or no screening. For the
production and to a discrete spectrum for the practical cases of incomplete screening a correc-
photoelectric effect. patclcsso nopeesreig orc

Thotoeeptrincia eca ltid tion (calculated in reference 11 and approximatelyThe princi calculations that have been carried proportional to Z0) may simply be subtracted from
out. in detair ior the production of an electron- the screened Born approximation calculation tobeltron pair in the field of the nucleus are listed give the total cross section. For photon energy

w with an indication of the pertinent approxi- e=hi/mc' the main residual error in the calcula-
mations. tions of reference 30 is known to be of the formBorn calculation (approximations a and c). The (a2 log e)/e, where a' can be determined by fitting
differential cross section was calculated for pair to the experimental data for each element.
production in the Coulomb field of the nucleus by
Bthe and Heitler [23] and concurrently by Sauter Pad i production in the electron field. Pair pro-
[24] and Racah [25].u The effect of screening of duction necessarily imparts a recoil momentum
the nuclear field by the atomic electrons was to the electric field in which it takes place. The
studied by Bethe [26]. In Born approximation calculations indicated above pertain to the case
the screening effect consists of a destructive inter- where the recoil is absorbed by an atom as a whole;
ference of the field of the atomic electrons with the electrons remain rigidly attached to the
the nuclear field. This interference reduces the nucleus so that their fields combine coherently
cross section by a factor [1-F(qZ)],'2 where with the nuclear field to yield a screening effect.
F(q,Z) is the same atomic-form factor that In addition, the recoil may be absorbed by a single
describes coherent scattering of X-rays; that is, atomic electron which is thereby ejected from the
the probability amplitude that the atomic electrons atom. The total cross section for this process
absorb a momentum q without absorbing any results as the sum of the incoherent contributions
energy. Bethe and Heitler calculated screening from all electrons. The recoiling electron can
functions for a Fermi-Thomas distribution of take up a substantial fraction of the energy of the
electrons. Analytical integration over the possible incident photon but this occurs mainly for photon
values of recoil momentum given to the atom is energies near the threshold; the threshold here is
possible only for the limiting cases of complete or 4 me instead of 2 mce.
no screening; numerical integration must be Calculation without exchange (approximation c).
performed for the cases of incomplete screening. This calculaLion was made by Borsellino [31],
The necessary formulas and numerical data are assuming the electron to be free from atomic
given, e. g., [2, p. 2601. bonds. The cross section was integrated analyti-

Wheeler and Lamb [271 calculated screening cally over the energies and directions of the pair
functions for hydrogen using atomic wave func- particles for photon energies from 4 to 100 mce.

"In this calculation the total cross section for theIt For a discussion of the angular distributions In electron-positron pair elcrnfldapohstatfanucend
and bremsntrallung production see, H. Brysk (informal communication). electron field approaches that of an unscreened
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H atom as the photon energy becomes much 75 percent of the latter at a photon energy of
larger than meo. 100 Mev.

In order to take into account the bonds of elec- A calculation by Rohrlich and Joseph [33] for
trons within atoms, the cross section for pair atomic hydrogen in the limit of photon energy
production with a given recoil of a free electron very large compared to nmc shows that the ex-
must be multiplied by the probability that this change effect modifies the result of the Wheeler-
recoil actually ejects an electron from i'*s atom. Lamb hydrogen calculation by about 19 percent.'4
This probability is the same incoherent scattering Exchange weights the momentum transfer dis-
function S(q,Z) that appears in (10) and is dis tribution toward smaller momenta and therefore
cussed in the appendix. The cross section thus decreases the cross section for pair production
reduced must then be integrated over all possible with electron recoil. (The cross section for pair
values of the recoil momentum. production with nuclear recoil is increased slightly.)

A calculation of this type was made by Wheeler Other calculations of the cross secikon in the
and Lamb 1271, using the incoherent scatti electron field were made by Nemirovsky [35] and
function derived from the Thomas-Fermi mode. Watson [361. Nemirovsky was concerned only
The total cross section was obtained by integrating with a photon energy near the threshold, and his
only over momentum transfers up to me for inci- numerical result is essentially in agreement with
dent photons with energies large compared to Vortruba. Watson obtained a cross section that
me. The Thomas-Fermi model gives an errone- approaches twice that of an unscreened H atom
ously largeprobability of incoherent scattering as the photon energy becomes very large compared
for small values of the recoil momentum. This with me'.
fact is borne out in the comparison Wheeler and
Lamb made between a calculation using the 2.4. Nuclear Absorption and Scattering
ThomasFermi model and a similar calculation
using atomic wave functions for hydrogen; for The absorption of a photon with subsequent
photon energies very large compared to mS the emission of nuclear particles (nuclear photoeffect)
two calculations differ by approximately 12 makes a contribution to the total attenuation co-
percent. efficient that is usually of the order of 5 percent or

Caiculaion wita exchange (a proximation c). less and confined mainly to an energy interval of
This calculation was made by Vortruba [32] for less than 10 Mev, but is occasionally substantially
an electron free of atomic bonds. An integral larger. No data on nuclear absorption are given
cross section was obtained only for the limiting in the main tables of this Circular, but some infor-
cases of photon energy near the threshold or large mation on the process "is given and is utilized for
compared to me and yielded the approximate the analysis of experimental data in the region
formulas ae where this process is comparatively important.

The probability of the nuclear photoeffect has
-5 -I r0 h /2v. the following main trend. It increases rapidly

SP.,'=5.6X 1-1ý-,(---41 for 0< h" -4<2 with energy above the threshold for emission of137m ' nuclear particles, reaches a maximum and then

2 (12) decreases rapidly as the energy of the incident
- In -h-113 ±05) for h> photon incraases further. The position of maxi-

137 Mc me 2 mum cross section varies from about 13 Mev in
(13 uranium to about 23 Mev in carbon. The width

with ro2=7.94X10-26cm2. of the absorption curve appears to show no sys-
tematic variation but vanes from 5 to 8 Mev.
Values of the cross section for neutron emission in

The exchange effect (due to the identity of this broad maximum vary with atomic weightthe recoil and pair electron) is very large near from about 10 millibarns in carbon to 1 barn in
the threshold energy; a factor of 4.5 between the uranium [37, 38]. A cross section of the same
results of Borsellino and Vortruba is attributed order of magnitude is estimated for proton as for
to this effect. The effect of exchange decreases neutron emission from low-Z nuclei.
greatly when the recoil electron takes up very Cross sections for photoneutron emission arelittle of the available energy. This situation pre- given in table 3 for comparison with total crossdominates when the photon energ is aI cmpardtomin weTherphotr e ngy is large co- An experment by Bernstein and Panofeky [34] indicate that exchange
pared to me. Therefore, it was believed that the effects are not negligible at very high photon energies In the production of
Borsellino calculation would be adequate in this b tran .wh icsolyrateto pa t Theproductionrof 2-Mev photons by li- and 550-Mev electrons In liquid hydrogen wasregion. However, the detailed recalculation by m and compared with the Wheeler and Lamb calculations; theRohlic ad Jsep [3] how tat he iferece measured resultwas 2.4+2.p8cenbelow theoclculated value. AnincreaseRohrlch and Joseph (331 shows that the difference of about 3 percent In the mesr value above the calculation Is expected
between the cross sections of Vortruba and Borsel- due to interference effects between the Individual nuclei and electrons in theh gen moleculewhereas a decrease is expected because of neglect of ex-lino is quite substantial; the former is only about c I= effwts In the calculation. The magnitude of this decrs can be

inferred from the calculations of Rohritch and Joseph, who find for atomichydrogen In the very high energy limit that the total integral cros sectionIsAn mxat evaluation by Rohrlich and Joseph [33] of the constant in this for pak production (sum. of values In the nuclear and the electron field) isequation gives 11.78 Instead of Il--0.5. deceased by about 9 percent by the exchange effect.
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sections for non-nuclear processes tabulated in are negligible compAred to the total attenuation
this circular. The data for the photonuclear. effect coefficient.
from Katz 15 et al. were plotted and values were X-rays can also be absorbed or scattered by
read from a smooth curve over the interval for nuclei with high probability, if their frequency lies
which the cross section is about I percent or more within certain narrow resonance lines. These
of the total absorption cross section. The interval lines lie at lower energy than the main continuous
covers 5 to 8 Mev, and the photoneutron cross sec- absorption spectrum, mostly near to or below the
tion at maximum is 4 or 5 percent of the total threshold for particle disintegration. The photon
absorption cross section. energy corresponding to individual lines is known

Data on the elastic scatteri'g of X-rays [39] only in few instances. The width of typical lines
associated with the nuclear photoeffect show the is of the order of 1 ev. The aggregate absorption
same general features as the neutron yield data. of the line spectrum from a continuous spectrum
The maximum cross section varies from 0.12 of X-rays is negligible, but for X-rays within the
millibarn for Na to 15 millibarns for Pb. These line width the cross section probably often ap-
cross sections are about 100 times smaller than the proaches a iheoretical limit of the order of 100
corresponding values from neutron yield data and barns.

3. Calculation of Attenuation Coefficients and Comparison With Experiment

The data tabulated in tables 12 to 40 were The three sets of values so obtained were then
derived primarily from theoretical calculations, plotted together and graphical adjustment was
Experimental data served primarily as a check, made by drawing a smooth curve which represents
but also as a guide in settling dubious questions the final photoeffect cross section. Figures 2 and
and providing empirical corrections. 3 illustrate the procedure followed and show com-

parisons with both theoretical and experimental
3.1. Photoelectric Effect data. Only a limited revision of the analysis

based on Hall's calculation was required by
The cross section for the photoeffect in the K Nagasaka's results indicated on p. 4.

shell was calculated by the Sauter-Stobbe formula Discunsion of data for 6w>1 Mev. Comparison of
(2) in the low-energy range. Correction factors calculations by the Hall formula (3) and the
in table 4 were applied to the Sauter-Stobbe for- Nagasaka formula (4) is shown in figure 2. The
mula at energies from 10 to 100 key (see discus- calculations agree within 1 percent at kv=2.6
sion below). In the energy range between 0.34 Mev, which-is approximately the crossover point
and 1.1 Mev interpolated data from the Hulme of the two calc ations. The Hall data at 2.6
calculations (see p. 4) were utilized. In the Mev was used to interpolate from the Hulme data
high-energy region the Hall formula for hv;s-mc at 1.1 Mev into the high-energy region. The
(3) was used. An effective nuclear charge of errors in Hall's formula will affect the photoeffect
Z-0.3 was used throughout to correct for screen- cross sections tabulated in this report above about
ing in the K shell (see p. 5). 3 Mev for Pb; the resulting uncertainty in the

Cross sections for the D and M shells were total cross section is not significant.
calculated by the Stobbe formulas.'6 Above the Latyshev [18] made the only direct measurement
K edge lengthy calculations for the L and M of photoeffect cross section in the high-energy
shells were avoided by a procedure that relies on reion. Other data shown in figure 2 was oh-
the slowness of variation of the ratios among the tamed from measurements of the total cross
cross sections for different shells. The ratios given section by subtracting the scattering (coherent
by the Stobbe formulas were calculated at the K and incoherent) and pair production cross sections.
edge and at an energy of 340 key. These ratios The errors indicated on each point correspond to
are given in table 5 for a number of elements.,7  the error quoted by the author for the total cross

The Sauter-Stobbe calculations, which serve as section. The only data showing significant de-
a zero approximation to the K shell cross section viation from the calculated curves are the values
throughout the interval from the K edge to 340 at 2.62 Mev C(X.-0.2) and at 5.3 Mev (X--0.1).
key, were corrected for the effect of the L and M Di8Cu8sion of the data for hy, beteen 0.1 and 1
shells on the basis of the ratio at the K edge. Mev. The experimental data shown in figure 3
The other two calculations, from Hulme and from were obtained by subtracting the scattering cross
the Hall formula, were corrected initially on the section (coherent and incoherent) from the meas-
basis of the ratio at 340 key. urement of total attenuation coefficient. -The

data of Jones [41] for Pb and Sn are generally
S The data for Pb, I. and Cu ba from L. Katz et al. for the natural •ements higher than the calculated curves. The data of

(pulvaeommunicionwithE. 0. Fulle). The data for C Is ftm L. Katz Cuykendall [42] for Al agree with the calculated
and A. . W. Camer on. n. Phys. S 1 (1091).

6For tabn1atlom of the oscfltor stngth fr photofeet on the r. L, curve within the experimental error. Experi-
and Mobile as calculated frm Stobbe formulas, mU"[40] mental data in the region of the Hulme calcula-

1 Notbm that the ratios In table 5 are subetantlally lower than the stamdord
rao Is often utzed In the literature (mothe*usulon on p. 5). tions are within the error 6timated for the calcu-Thu ISwoe• rlefteted In the didwencae between the photo effect WWnTbnuheisrtedntedftrudaoebetuthephmotohfeotro. lations (4% in Pb; about 8% in Sn). Although
sotions given In this Crcular and in the tables by Davion and Evans (31. ltos(%i h bu %i n.Atog
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measurements of total cross section at energies ing angle 9, then added, and finally integrated
of 0.411, 0.511, and 0.655 Mev were made with numerically over all directions o7 scattering.
high accuracy an error of a few percent may result The contribution of either the coherent or the
in the photoeffect cross section due to uncertainty incoherent process was neglected at any 0 where it
in the cross section used for coherent scattering amounts to less than 0.5 percent of the other.
(see section 3.2). A direct measurement of the Thereby each of the cross sections was omitted
photoeffect cross section for 0.511 Mev 7-rays on just in the range of variables where its accuracy
the K shell of Pb by Seeman [431 gives a value is lowest that is, incoherent scattering was omitted
7 percent above the Hulme calculation. The where tle momentum transfer to the atomic
result is within the combined error of the calcula- electrons is small (ow photon energy,. small
tion and the experiment (3%). Additional direct scattering angle) and coherent scattering where
measurements of the photoeffect cross section the momentum transfer is 1are.
in this energy region would be very desirable. The incoherent scattering function S(q,Z) that

DiLcssion of data for hv<0.1 Mev. The data was entered in (10) is derived from the Thomas-
in this energy range are fairly numerous for Fermi theory of atomic structure. The numerical
low-Z materials but only moderately accurate values utilized are given in the second column of
(-10%). Exceptions are the data from Cuyken- table 41 and are discussed in the appendix. The
dall, Hubbell,1 8 and French,19 with errors of 2 form factor F(q,Z) to be entered in (11) consists
to 5 percent. Data used for this comparison of an integral over the density distribution of
were assembled from Allen [44], Grosskurth [45] atomic electrons [22]. The density distribution
Cuykendall and Hubbell, as well as. empirical given by the Thomas-Fermi model was utilized
data from Victoreen [46] and a British group.20 at Z>26 for all values of q, and at Z<26 only
Even though there is considerable variation among for large values of q. For Z_5 26 and for small ,
the data and obvious errors in spots, there is a the values of F(q Z) tabulated by James and

enra trend toward values for the experimental Brindley [47] and y Compton and Allison [481
a higher than calculated from the Sauter- served as a basis. These values utilize electron

Stobbe formula. Empirical correction factors distributions derived from Hartree wave functions.
were obtained by this comparison and are given in Further corrections were made on the values of
table 4; the data presented in the main table are F(q,Z) for C, N, 0, utilizing more recent data
obtained by applying these corrections to the of [22].2,
Sauter-Stobbe calculations. A theoretical inter- For the high-Z elements, where photoelectric
pretation of these corrections is indicated in absorption edges occur the cross section for coher-
footnote 7. The measurements by French (which ent scattering departs substantially from the form
were not available for the above comparison) (11) as indicated in section 2.2. and is no longer a
suggest that for Al no corrections might actually smooth function of energy. H6nI [49] 2 investi-
have been required. gated the variation of the coherent scattering

The estimated uncertainty in the calculated cross section in regions of anomalous dispersion
cross sections tabulated in this report for the and calculated particularly its decrease in the
photoelectric effect varies from 5 to 15 percent. region of the a sorption edge. Aroughcal-
ureat improvement could be made in the low- culation indicates an error of 10 to 20_percent in
energy region by a systematic study (either the cross section for elements from U to Mo,
theoretical or experimental) especially for low-Z giving an error of less than 3 percent in the total
elements. cross section at an energy just below that of the

K edge.
3.2. Scattering by Atomic Electrons Experimental measurements of the cross section

Column 2- of tables 12 to 40 gives the cross see- for coherent scattering consist mainly of data for
tions for coherent and incoherent scattering by very small or very large [51] momentum changes
the electrons of various atoms. These data repre- q of the photon. The data for small q have been
sent total scatterin cross sections because scatter- reviewed [22]. The only measurements of direct

by pt clesct eri thn ati ons b interest for comparison with the calculations of
tby particles other than atomic electrons con- this Circular were made by Storruste [52] andtributes to the total scattering cross section an Mann [53]. At 0.411 Mev both sets of data

amount smaller than the estimated error of the show good agreement with the Thomas-Fermi
data. The binding of the electrons within the form factor calculations for Pb. At photon
atoms was taken into account by methods dis- ac r 0 al62 aion for Pb At oton
cussed in section 2.2. To obtain the total cross energies of 0.662 Mev for Sn and Pb and of 1.33
section, the numerical values of the separate differ- for Pb, Mann's data still show satisfactory agree-
ential cross sections (10) and (11) were calculated ment at angles of scattering in the range o the
numerically for a number of values of the scatter- calculations of the present paper.

"21 A survey was made to estimate the sensitivity of the totai cros sections"1. L. Hubbell (private commu ionm e to further improvements in the values of F(q,Z) which could be Introduced
If R The drabpiate om tm 1, mesr .et 3.1.3.1 and A. o the basis of 122]. These improvements wou~old modify the total scatteringC.&i.i aosita Ph t ocross sections by no more than 5 percent and the total absorptibm coefficient
3.1.1 (1-4) %Mr. F. . Stewart, sitl, Northwood, by no more than 1 percent.

Middlesex, England.ee Compton and Allison [48, p. 315] and also Psrratt and Hempstead [G0.
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Tabkdation ezxuding •ooerent .cafering. Co- Born approximation for hA>5 Mev was obtained
herent scattering has usually a minor influence on by fitting a semiempirical formula
the penetration of X-rays under conditions other
than "narrow beam", because it is aomnianed , In e
by no energy lose and by a dellection that is - -- , (14)
most frequently negligible.. Therefore, this proc-
ess has been disregrded in many studies, and where e is the photon energy in me, MD. is the
it becomes desirable to provide data on absorption Bethe-Heitler cross section for a screened nucleus,
coefficients that do not include any contribution Aa° is the Coulomb correction calculated in refer-
from coherent scatterin" . Column 3 of, tables ence [30] for the high-energy limit, and as is a
12 to 40 gives a scattering cross section that is constant to be determined from experimental data.
simply the Klein-Nishina cross section of one Values of Ao°, and a; for a few Z are given in table 7.
electron, as given in table 2, multiplied by the The values of a' were determined primarily from
number of electrons Z. the data of Paul [59] and Colgate [5] at 6.13 Mev,

except at low Z.
3.3. Pair Production In the fitting of 42 mvch weight was given to

the requirement that the plot of (13) extrapolateThe Bethe-Heitler Born approximation calcu- smoothly to the exp ental data and to the
lation was used as a zero approximation to the Jaeger-Hulme calculation results at low energy
pair production cross section in the field of the (hkv<2.6 Mev). This requirement caused the
nucleus for all Z's. final estimates of ap1,, to fall 4 to 5 percent

For h4<510 me, screening effects are negligible below the estimates drawn from experimental
and the cross section for an unscreened nucleus data for Al and C at higher energies (Iu> 6 Mev).
was obtained from the formula of Hough [541, This descrepancy does not appear serious because
which fits numerically the Bethe-Heitler results to the main experimental evidence is derived from
within 0.1 percent. For hv>10 mn', the Bethe- measurements of totat attenuation coefficients
Heitler formula given in [2, p. 260] was utilized from which one must subtract the contributions of
and was integrated numerically over the energy other processes. For low-Z elements the contri-
distribution between the pair particles. Inter- bution from triplet formation is considerable.
polation in Z is easily accomplished as the cross This contribution has to be estimated theoretically
section in units of rtjZ2/137 is a smooth and and deducted from the measured absorption co-
slowly varying function of Z, particularly in the efficient to obtain the experimental values of pwr.
low-energy region. For hi>30 Mev the inter- The use of Vortruba's calculation rather than
polation is further helped by plotting F=---,-- / those of Borsellino or Wheeler and Lamb makes up
(rijZ/137)+(28/27)lnZ against =j-00mC'/hVZ". 3  to 8 percent difference in the estimate of UP.r iji C,
Table 6 indicates the dependability of this proce- but much less (1 to 2%) for Al around 17 to 20
dure by showing that the relationships between Mev. The contribution from photonuclear proc-.
F and -i for Al and Pb are almost identical for esses is likewise relatively more important for
hv>15 Mev. low-Z elements. Differences of about 5 percent

Corrections to the Born approximation values in the estimate of uF, for Z_<29 are caused by
were applied at all energies. These corrections assuming an uncertainty of 100 percent in the
deppend primarily upon the theoretical calculations cross section for the production of neutrons. The
of Jaeger and HMe [28, 29] at low photon energy values of ¢ used to reduce the data entered
(A•<10 mv) and of Davies, Bethe, and Maxi- in figure 4 were taken from various sources of
mon [30] at high photon energy (Ap>>10 mc2). experimental data on the photonuclear processes.

The calculations of Jaeger and Hulme have been For Z_<13 it was assumed that the probability
verified in several experiments including those of for production of protons equals the probability
Dayton [55], Hahn et al. [56], and Schmid and for production of neutrons.
Huber [57]. These authors measured relative pair The data at 6.13 Mev were given much weight
production cross sections at hA<2.62 Mev and in fitting a2 for Z_>29 to minimize the uncer-
fitted their data by Z.dependent formulas of the tainties in unraveling the pair production cross
form ff,&,r----Bor(1+aZ2), assuming that the Born section from total attenuation coefficients. This
approximation is correct in the limit of low Z. energy lies below the threshold of the main photo-
Schmid [58] measured the absolute pair cross sec- nuclear processes. With regard to the photo-
tion for Pb with Co's and Na2s. These calculations electric effect, at 6.13 Mev its contribution to
served as a basis for graphical interpolation, as the total absorption is small even in Pb. On the
illustrated by the plot of the ratios I for other hand, fitting a' at large energies, above the
Pb on the left side of figure 4. range of large photonuclear cross sections, would

Following the work of Davies, Bethe, and yield low accuracy because the value of e-1 In e
Maximon [30] see section 2.3) a correction to the becomes quite small.

A complete curve of the ratio (rp5 r/ffo. is
N A thewer Interpretation of this procedure Is given in [21. given in figure 4 for Pb, with' all the relevant
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experimental data. The curves thus obtained and also from measurements on the related process
by fitting 0' in (4) agree with all experimental of bremstrahlung [34] (see footnote 13). However
data satisfactorily except for the data of Rosen- the weight of this evidence is diluted in the
blum et &l. [601 at 5.13 and 10.3 Mev, where they process of extracting information on the triplet
are well outside the experimental error stated by process, and the resulting accuracy is not adequate
the authors. to improve the theoretical estimates.

The curve for iodine in figure 5 shows a com-parison of calculated ratios of ,aulpe.m by West 3.4. Total Attenuation Coefficient
611, usig experimental data derived from various

sources including his own measurement of abso- Total cross sections were obtained by summing
lute and relative pair production cross sections in the cross sections for the individual absorption and
sodium iodide using sources of Co" and Nam. scattering processes discussed (3.1, 3.2, and 3.3).
This comparison is especially interesting since Cross sections for nuclear processes are not
most of the data for iodine was calculated using included for the reasons indicated in 2.4. The
Z-dependence formulas determined by the various results are given in tables 12 to 40. Cross sections
authors. Agreement is mostly within the experi- for the individual processes are expressed in barns
mental errors, excluding the data of Rosenblum (10-" cm%), and the total absorption coefficient is
et al. at 5.13 and 10.3 Mev. The data of West at given as a mass coefficient in square centimeters
1.17 Mev are the only ones available at this low per gram. Conversion factors from barns to
energy and cannot be compared directly with square centimeters per gram are tabulated for
other experimental or theoretical data. They each Z. Attenuation coefficients with and with-
indicate an increase in the ratio ap~w/uns as the out the contribution of coherent scattering (see
threshold enery is approached more rapidly than section 3.2) are given separately. The purpose
expected by the extrapolation carried out in the for which the data are used will determine the

choice between the two sets of data.,
SGenerally, experimental data fit the calculated In general, data are tabulated with a number ofcurves within ex4perimental errors of a few percent. digits such that tht uncertainty in the last digit

The estimated error in the pair cross sections amounts to a very few units.. However, the total
given in the main table is about 3 percent except attenuation data are given throughout with three
at the lowest energies (<3 Mev) and in the region digits, for purpose of smoothness, even whe,' '
where absorption by the nuclear photoeffect is last digit may bein substantial error.
important (10 to 30 Mev). The estimated errors have been discussed in

Pair Productin in the electron )id. Calcula- some detail in the preceding settions. A com-
tions of the pair cross section in the field of parison of the tabulated total absorption coeffi-
electrons were made by using the formula of cients with experimental data is shown in tables
Vortruba (12) and (13). Graphical interpolation 8 to 11. As an over-all estimate, the errors may
was made in the enery region where the two easily approach 10 percent below 50 key, espe-
formulas were not valid. This was accomplished cially for light elements, but probably do not
by assuming the validity of the formulas totbe less exceed 3 to 5 percent above 100 key.
restricted than indicated and also by using the
calculations of Borsellino [31] (see 2.3) as a guide
to the shape of a curve of U.,,.JUproto.

It is difficult to assign an error to this esti- The author thanks the large number of persons
mate. There are no direct measurements of the who assisted in the preparation of this Circular by
cross section for pair production with electron contributing generously of their time and informa-
recoil (triplet production). Some evidence is tion in discussions and by correspondence. The
obtained indirectly from measurements of the cooperation of U. Fano in the preparation of the
total absorption coefficient in hydrocarbons [62] manuscript is greatly appreciated.
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T sAB 4. Correction factor# applied to the $auger-Stobbe formula at photo energy o1.10 to 100 ke.

Be 0 N 0 Na Mg Al 8i P S A K Ca FT Cu

10 L14 1. 13 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.0 1.06 1.06
18 1.11 1.11 1.10 1.10 1.00 1.06 1.00 1.Oa 1.O6 1.06 1.07 1.07 .1.07 1.05 1.04.3 1.06 1.00 LOS 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.LO 1.07 L07 L07 .1.06 1.06 L04 1.04
OD 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.06 LOG 1.0 1.06 1.06 LOS LO0 S 10 1.06 1.08
40 LOS 1.05 1.08 10 1.05 1.06 1.06 LOS. LOS 1.05 1.04 1.04 1.04 LOS 1.02

30 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.O 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.06 1.O 1.03 1.02
so 1.06 1.08 1.08 1.03 LO8 LS L 1.08 LOS LOS LO 1.OS 1.05 1.06 1.02 1.01
8O 1.08 1.08 1.06 1.06 LOS 1.08 1.06 1.02 1.02 1.06 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.01

100 1.02 1 ,0 1.02 1.102 102 L03 L02 1.06 1.02 1.Ob L02 1.02 1.02 1.01 1.O1

TABLE 5. The ratio w'E+L+ /wx calculated from te Stobbe TABLE 6. The function F(y) for Al and Pbformula,
Al Pb

Z K edge S40key
A# P(•,) AV F(,))

6 1.02 1.01
1 1.06 1.02

13 1.05 1.03 6M Ma
is 1.07 1.04 0.1 217 13.6 l1 1&S
26 1.10 1.0L .15 147 A3l1 75.4 13.1

.2 107 12.15 8 1it6
2O 1.11 1.07 .4 54.8 10.9 21.4 10.9
42 1.13 1.00 .6 K.2 &.82 10.6 9.82
s0 1.14 1.10
74 1.161 1.124 .6 2.2 9.0o 14.7 t.o0
82 1.164 1.131 1.0 21.7 &41 11.6 .51

1.8 14.6 7.26 7.84 7.80
92 1.167 1.138 2.0 10.7 6.40 & 6.8a

S2.5 &.09 1.91 4.70 6.4

TABLE 7. The Coulomb correction Au. and the energy de-
pendent term a' of Las empirical correction

Z Au.

13 0. O0 0.0150
20 .079 .380
42 .233 1.61
50 .649 3.14

3 .80 3.72

74 2.78 11.8
78 3.36 14.0
82 4.02 16.8
92 6.06 24.7
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UMDZ 12. RIdrops

Poton Scatter.igl Fair producont Tot
*ntw witJoub lsoeletro witboutooerent1 leto S oobrew t

Nuleus ligacton

MTBarnx/atom Barns/atom Barns/aton Barne/aton =2/6

0.01 0.640 o.0o6 0.385
.oX5 .629 .oon .3'7
.02 .628 .369
.03 .597 .3*7

.0o .578 .315

.05 .561 .335
.06 .516 .326
.00 .517 .309

.1D .4.93 .295
.15 .44 .265
.2D .407 .21,
.30 .3514 .212

.40 .317 .189
.50 .289 .173
.60 .268 .60
.80 .235 .11,0

1.0 .221 .126
1.5 .1726 o.oooo0 4 .103
2.0 .11614 .0008 0,76
3.0 .- M .00051 0.00001 o0691

14.o .0960 .00082 .00005 .0979
5.0 .0828 .oon .0001 .0502
6.o .0732 .0oO .0002 .o1
8.o .0599 .OM .0004 .0371

10 .05o0 .0021. .0006 .0321
35 .0377 .0028 .0021 .0 24a9
20 .0302 .003 .00o .0209
30 .O02 .0040 .0021 .0268

40 .0 1F16 .0045 oo26 .o 01V
50.056 .00 .0029 .OM33

.60 .01254 .0051 .0033 .M2
80 .00988 .00o6 .0038 .M3.1

l10 .00820 .W59 .0042 .109

a Total scattering for 1•erogen is given by the Klein-Nishimn formula for free oleotron1s.

b Barns/atom x 0.57 - omt/c
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UM 33. BU72UMi

o catterinPbooo tr Total

ei.I and L shellswt I.tIaou,

coherent ooberent olm 15tO oeet ohen

NNW Barns/atom Barns/atom Darns/at~om same/atom, Marn/tom cMI ftc/

0.01 3.51 2.56 5.42 0.599 0.533
.025 3.01 2.52 1.39 .294 .261
.02 2.77 2.17 0.52 .22D .200

.03 2.53 2.39 .23 .178 .268

.0o 2.38 2.31 .o52 .263 .158
.05 2.29 2.214 A0n.51 5
.06 2.21 2.18 .010 o30
.06 2.10 2.07 .240 .338

.10 1.99 1.972 .233 .232

.25 1.78 1.774 .219 .1.U9

.20 1.63 1.626 .209 2

.30 1.1.3.9

.80 .062B

1.0 .AS .e5

1.5 .686 0.OO071
2.0 :U86 .0026 .039
3.0 .• .001 0.00005 .OM

4.0 .384 .o0.3 .00 .o266
5.0% 3"1 . .0004 .02o
6.0 .23 .022 .0008 .0211
8.0 .240 .026 .009 .0180

20 .2k 034.02619D .193.0 .0€2 .06 .o03M

30 .0680 .063 .008 .0106

4 10 .0696 .07" .020 .0200
50 .o02 ,o76 .012 .oo0
60 .0582 .081 .033 .00960
60 .0350 .07 .035 .096

200 .0328 .093 .017 .009M

a Data in the first ooluxm is given ty the sm of coherent scatterlin and of Incoherent
scattering from the nein-Nis-bhna formmla corrected for binding effects. In the second coluom
incoherent scattering in given by the Ilein-Vishina formila for free electrons.

b Bans/atom z o.064 - = 2/g

* Inerg' reglon In whtih dipole absorption attains a mxmum cross seotion.
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ABLE 11.4. Carbom

Scatteringa Fair production Totaj
Photon Rtotoeleot"ic
energy K and L shells,

Wit.h Without Nuoleu Eeton With WVthout
coheret coMert soherent coherent

AW Barns/atom Barns/atom arns/ato Darns/atom Barns/aton o4/g 2 /9

0.01 6.88 3.84 38.6 2.20 2.23
.0 6 .71 3.91 o.429 .38

.038
.03 4.01 3.58 0.99 .252 M•

.04 3.71 3.17 .38 .205 .
.05 3.50 3.37 .18 .185 .178
.06 3.37 3.28 .096 .174 .169
•06 3.18 3.10 .037 .161 .907

.20 3.02 2.96 .01 .152 .149

.25 2.69 2.66 .Zoo .,23 .2314

.20 2.46 2.44 .1a .122

.30 2.33 2.12 .107 .106

410 1.900 .0953
.50 1.735 .0"7
.60 1.605 .OW
.8c 1.41o .0707

1.0 1.267 .0636
1.5 1.030 o.oo6 .0o58
2.0 0."78 .0063 .01a.
3.0 .691 .028 0.00007 .0356

i.o .576 .030 .0003 .030o
5.0 .197 .040 .0o07 .0270
6.o .139 .018 .001 .02W.•
8.0 .359 .063 .002 OL

10 .306 .076 .004
35 .226 .099 .006

2.16 .009 .o54*.101 AM IW .012 .0112

1.0 .101,8 .15.7 .015 -.0239
50 .00714 .170 .018 .0238
60 .0752 '.180 .020 .0238
8o .0593 .195 .023 .0239

100 .0492 .207 .o0 .01m.a

a Data in the first colum is given by the sum of coherent soatterin& and of incoherent
scattering from the flein-Nishina formula corrected for binding effects. In the, second colum
incoherent scattering is given by the flein-Nishina formula for free electrons.

b Dams/atom x 0.05016 . o 2/g

* Energy region in which dipole absorption attains a wximm oroes se•tion.
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TABIZ 15. Nitt

Scattering Bair production Totalb

energy (K and L shells
With ithout Nucleus lectron ith Wthout

coherent coherent coherent

may Deralsatom Dman/letc.t Barns/atox Barns/atom Barns/a~ton =m2/g om2 /g

0.01 8.96 ,4.48 79.14 3.80 3.61
.035 6.72 4.40 21.2 1.20 1.10
.02 5.73 4.33 8.21 0.60O 0.539
.03 14.814 4,18 2.15 .301 .272

.0,4 ,4.,45 4.05 0.81 .226 .209

.% 14.24 3.93 .38 .3914 .385

.06 3.96 3.82 .2. .80 .1

.08 3.73 3.62 .082 .164 .159

.•0 3.54 3.45 .0ol .354 .350.15 3.25 3.3. .010 .236 .4

.20 2.87 2.85 .1a .10

.30 2.1,8 2.1*7 .1-07 .206

.40 2.22 .095%

.50 2.02 .M69

.60 1.072 .06oW

.80 1.65 .- 7a7
1.0 1.478 .0636
1.5 1,2o1 .o022 .0517
2.0 1.025 .0086 .0145
3.0 08o6 025 0.00009 .0397

L.o .672 .040 .000o .03065.0 .580 .054 .M .0273
6.0 .512 .066 .001 .0249
8.0 .1.19 .086 .003 .o021

10 .397 .103 .004 .020015 .264 .33,4 .00 .0175
20 .2M2 .358 .030 .0o63
30 a539 .1w .015 .0154

40 .1222 .223 .O1 .0152
50 .1019 .231 ,020 .015260 .0878 .244 .023 .0153
80 .0692 .264 .026 .0154

100 .0974 .280 .029 .018

a Data in the first column is given by the sum of coherent scattering and of incoherent
scattering from the Klein-Nishina formula corrected for binding effects. In the second column
incoherent scattering is given by the Klein-Nishina formula for free electrons.

b Darns/aton x 0.04"31 - 2 2/9
* EneDg region in which dipole absorption attains a ad.unm cross section.
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TAzz 16. o~~gee

inll i i u i

ocatterinta itair production Toral

energ K and L shellsWith Without Nulus 3*trU Vth without

coherent coherent u s 'ern ocherent coher•nt

fty Darns/atom Darns/autom Burns/atom Barns/atom Darnsatom =m2/g 022/g

0.01 n.5 5.12 6 5.93 5.69
.05 8.2 5.03 39.6 1.80 1.68
.02 6.95 4.94 15.4 0.842 0.766
.03 5.77 k.78 4.o9 .7n .33h

.0o 5.18 4.62 1.55 .253 .232

.05 4.o 8.49 0.73 .20W .1

.06 4.63. 4.37 .40 .289 .!80

.06 4.30 4.14 .15 .268 .262

.10 4.06 3.94 .071 .i% .351

.15 3.61 3.55 .02D.3 .2

.20 3.29 3.25 .020 Z.2

.30 2.84 2.83 .207 .207

.ho0 2.54 2.53 .0956 .0953

.50 2.31 .0070

.60 2.14 .O66

.80 1.880 .0706

1.0 1.690 .0636
1.5 L.M7 o.oo0 .o518
2.0 1.171 .03.1 .A"1;
3.0 0.923 .032 0.001 .o359

4.o .768 .053 .0004 .0309
5.0 .663 .070 .0009 .0276
6.o . 6 .086 .2 .025.o
8.o.7 .2 .0 .022o

O. 9 406 .134 .0W06
15 .302 .175 .009 .0183
20 .242 .A% .032 .o0373
30 .1759 .24,8 .0317 M066

'40 .1397 .278 .on .0165
50 .2265 .300 .023 .0365
60 .103 .317 .026 .0367
80 .790 .38 .030 .0171

100 .0656 .364 .03o .0375

a Data in the first colum is given by the sum of coherent scattering and of incobernt
scattering from the nIiLn-Nishina formua corrected for binding effects. In the second colum
incoherent scattering is given by the Klein-Nishina formn1a for free electrons.

b B /,s/Atm z o.0o35 - =/9
* Enna region In wich dilpo]a absorption attains a zloim cross asetion.
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TANAl 17. *odlw,

scattering Fair production Total
photon RPotoeleotric

snorwK.L and N shells
With Without o acl With Without

coherent coherent cborornt oehOreN

may Barns/atom Barns /atom Umwrns/atm Darm/atom UBarDS4tow M?/jg OU/g

0.01 20 7.04 588 1: 9 15.6
.015 14 6.92 169 l80 1442
.02 11.2 6.80 67.5 2.06 1
.03 8.8 6.97 18.1 0.705 0.

.04 7.8 6.36 7.0 .3"6 .350

.05 7.1 6.17 3.3 ..27

.06 6.67 6.o0. 1.87 .2 .206

.0 6.08 5.69 0.74 .179 .16

S 5.70 :42 .36 3% :5

.30 3.92 3.89 .020 .oM .32o

.40 3.50 3.48 .0912

.50 3.19 3.18 .A636 .0833
.60 2.94 .M770
.80 2.58 .0676

1.0 2.32 .0606
1.5 1.88w o.00•4 .A196
2.0 1.610 .on2 .0147
3.0 1.%66 .061 0.0M0 .0348

4.0 1.056 .1o .0005 .0303
5.0 0.9n.J 2 .OM .o74
6.0 .80% .263 .002 .o024
8.0 .659 .211 .004 .0229

10 :561 .52 .0'7 .0215
35 .4.25 .330 .012 MSG9
20 .3" .37 ,06 .0o3
30 .242 .465 .o0 .019

.0 .292 .521 .028 .029o
50 .16o2 .562 .032 .0.98
60 .-379 .595 .036 .02o1
so ,ao .645 .041 .0208

100 .0901 .680 .06 .O24

a Data in the first colvmi is given 1V the sum of coherent scattering and of inoohkmet
scattering from the Klein-Nishina forumla corrected for binding effects. In the second colm
incoherent scattering is given lV the neisn-Nishina fcrmala for free slectrons.

b Samh/atom x 0.02620 a 2/



Soattewinga Pair produotion Totapb
NIota Phaotnoelctria

SKL and 1 shellhWith ."bout NWuolus Slcta Idth witi

o~mt coherent odhrmt eambret

Nov hznh/at~m binu/atom Barne/atcm Sums/ata to m b /atom omtM GOA

0.01 25 7.68 847 21.6 2362
.025 17 7.55 216 6.51 6.2
.02 33 7.142 99.7 2.79 2.(•
.03 10.2 7.16 27.2 o.P 0.851

.A1 8.7 6.91* 10.6 .10a .M.1
.05 7.9 6.73 5.1 .322 .293
.06 7.4 6.55 2.8 .253 .232
.08 6.66 6.2D 1.2 .392 .28.

.30 6.24 5.91 0.5 .2W .20

.25 5.h$ 5.32 .1 .23" .J5

.20 4.97 4.88 .060 .125 .122

.30 U.20 4.21 .02D .207 .106

.10 3.82 3.80 .010 .09o9 .096h

.50 3.18 3.k7 .0862 .0060

.60 3.2 .o7O

.80 2.82 .0699

1.0 2.53 .0627
1.5 2.06 0.0064 .0512
2.0 1.797 .026 .1
3.0 1.3. .o073 0.0001 .0960

1.0 1.352 .-Up .0006 .0A25
5.0 0.9% .359 .oo0 .OM2
6.o .a78 . .002 .06
8.0 -W .251 .005 .0212

10 .612 .300 007 .022
25 oA3 .393 .013 .0o23
20 .363 .169 .010 o0we
30 .26" :553 .025 .009

10. .220 .629 .031 .0213
50 .1747 .6 .035 .0oW

100 .0983 .807 .050 .007

a Data in the first oclim is given by te s m of coherent scattering and of inoheret scatter-
ing from the nlein-Vishina formu2a corrected for bdng effects. In the seond Colm Incohersan
scattering :is given by the Meoin-Nishins forma for free oleot .

b lens/atom x 0.021 - cm/7
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TABs 29. -Atinrm

scatteringa air production total
Photon Photoeleotric
SUSIM KL and M shells

with Vithoub With Without
coherent coherent coheren eoherent

Uf Bum/aton -rns//atm Bsa/mton Darns/atom Barns/atom 4a/g 03/g

0.0 .29 8.32 1170 26.8 26.3
.025 19 8.18 343 8.08 7.814
.02 25 8.03 142 3.h8 3.33
.03 1.5 7.76 39.0 1.13 1.0o

.0A 9.8 7.51 35.2 0.558 0.507

.05 8.8 7.29 7.3 .360 .326

.06 8.1 7.10 4.0 .270 .248

.08 7.26 6.72 1.61 .298 .3m6

.10 6.79 6.1.1 0.78 .169 .161

.U5 5.96 5.77 .e: .238 .-M.20 5 .2o .o8o .12 .12

.104.1. 14.12 .010 .Q927 .0922
.so 3.78 3.76 .oM, 08W
.60 3.49 3..8 .0779 .0777
.80 3.06 .0683

1.0 2.75 .0614
1.5 2.23 0.0076 .0500
2.0 1.903 .030 .32
3.0 1.496 .006 0.0002 .o353

4.0 1.210 .1140 .0006 .0310
5.0 1.0n7 .2,86 .001 .0o2
6.0 0.952 .227 .002 .0264
8.0 .778 .295 .005 .0241

20 .66~3 .353 .008 .0229
115 .4.90 .1.60 .014. .0215
2 .393 ,539 .019 .0212o
30 .286 .6,7 .027 .0214

ho .227 .726 .033 .022D
50 .1893 .782 .038 .0225
60 .2630 .828 .A2 .0231
8o .1284 .896 .0o9 .02•0

100 ;2065 .944 .055 .o02

a Data in the first colwu is given lt the awn of coherent scattering and of incoherent
scattering from the Klein-Nishine formls corrected for binding effects. In the second colwm
Incoherent scattering is given bF the Ilein-Nishina forml". for free electrons.

b Dam•/atom x 0.022o - cm2/g

N an region in which dipo2e absorption attains a mxi.m roas @action.
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aAMS 20. 3im

photon Po otoeolectr-
"rlyl XKsL and N ashen

WIth without with WithoUt
oohK4=t C oherent oWhereat

OwY Bmrnsajton 3 rAatou Bu /ao Dan/so quMao ONi 2  =2 A

0.01 33 8.96 1w 3-.C 3.1
.015 22 8.81 bw7 10.6 20.3
.02 17 8.65 19k 4&5 4.35

.0k 10.8 8.09 21.4 0o.6 0.633

.05 9.7 7.85 10.3 .*9.8

.06 8.9 7.6 5.8 .335 .

.08 8.0 7.24 2.3 .2n .M5

.20 7.38 6.90 1.33 .182 .172

.35 6.44 6.21 0.29 .IA .39

.2D 5.82 5.69 .12 .327 .1Z

.30 5.o1 4 .95 .04 .106 .- M

.40 4.46 4.43 .02D .0961 .095o

.50 .o07 4.oS .0073 .0669

.60 3.75 3.74 .0oWo .o0W2

.80 3.30 3.29 .006 .0706

1.0 2~ .0635
1.5 2.1. 0.00M8.5
2.0 2.05 .035 .o04q
3.0 1.6n. .100 0.0002 .0367

4.o 1.343 .162 .00O7 .03•
5.0 1.360 .226 .002 .o296
6.0 1.025 .2% .003 0277
8.0 0.83 .32 .006 :o

20 .714 .400 .oo9 .o23
35 .528 .533 .035 .0oM
2D .Aa .62) .o0n .0229
30 .308 .749 .029 .02"33

4.0 .244* .838 .036 .021.
50 .204 .904 ola. .'21,
6Q .1756 .M AU .0253
80 .X383 1.03 .053 .262

o00 .:1107 1.09 .059 .0271

a Data in the first column is given by the sum of coherent scattering and of incoherent
scattering from the flei-•-ishim• formua corrected for binding effects. In the second columI
incoherent scattering is given by the elein-Nishin forolla for free electrons.

b Nzfu/aton z 0.023J6 -al

* Zftrg region in which dipole absorption attains a =xun arose section.
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"mAN n. Thooshorus

8uttermotari Fair prodoction. Toa

Ibw hzum/atom SUmratom ftMr/atam SO IMN fe/ tc M b /atom =%/ON

0.00. 36 9.60 2D90 1a1.1 160.8
.02% 9 9.4h1 629 12.~
.02 299.27 5 S
AS3 213 a.96 57163 1.7t 1.62

.06 22.0 8.67 90.8 0:7 02
20 0.6 8.12 23.8JOm

.69.7 8.29 7.8 b -1
4.08 8.6 7.76 3.1 .228 u

.20 7.96 7M9 1.55 .285 .2716

.35 6.03 6.65 0.10 .210 .237
AD0 6.26 6.10 %27 .3Z 12
-30 53'" 5.30 .05 .205 .g

.10 16.7 Ii. .02 AM93 me9
J50 W66 16.91 .01 .080D Am6
.60 16.02 16.01 .076 .60M
.80 3.53 3.52 .0687 AM6

100 3.17 :-
1.5 2.7 0.0200
2.0 2.D .040 .13
3.0 1.726 .23i4 0.002 .030

46.0 1.169 .286 .00Y =036
5.0 1.E .2m .002 AM~
6.0 1.,0% 302 .003 .023
8.0 0.856 .39 .006 A0~2

10 .765 W19 0009 .0gkt

30 .30 986 031 .0VY

10 .262 .961 .036 -W~
so .225 1.03 .0111 .0251
60 .2861 1.20 .0169 AM2
60 .2102 1.39 4056 .0271

200 .i22. 1.25 .63 .0279

a Date in the first cooim Is given by the sm of odberent scattering and of Inooberent soatter-
Ing from the ei~an-IIshidm fonmI~a corrected for bnding effeots. In the second ooln 1.nobberemt

m e1z" 09Is given by the ~nIs mformuls for free elaotrons.

b hum/at.. x 0.02,916 -a1
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?AI 22 . 8u•im

30attmiale Fir prodciaon"taPlotom Pbotolotd~o
-u KL an N ob as

with lIthout witht I1tout
oobaimb ocherentM acra Goherout 8Ros ammt

Uff maromatam hIUVA/t. Dermjatom Brs/tom mro/Ctm . n t/ OWA GW

o.1 A 20.2k 20 51.6 50.9
.035 2 20.06 82D 26.0 35.6
.02 m 9.89 3 6.88 6.6
AS 35.9 9.55 96.7 2.25 2.03

U.2 9.25 38.5 0.897

20.7 8.71 2o.6 .-a00

.20 8.6 7.89 2.1 .2n .2m
JS 7.10 7.21D 0.57 .1S0 .24h1
AD 6.6 6.51 .23 .230 *1IV
.30 5.71 5.66 .070 .209 .20

.40 12• 5.07 .030 .096 .09

.60 1.30 1.2 .020 Mo M6

.80 3.77 3.76 .0706 .0707

1.0 3.39 3.38 .06& f0635
1.5 2.7 0.012 .0529
2.0 2..6 .10
3.0 1•.811 .23 0.0002 .o071

.0 1-.535 .n2 .0006 .0328
5.0 1.-35 .28 .002 .0302

20 .812 .53 .020 .055
35 o.905 .69 .027 .026
3D.1A .82 .0o-
30 .352 .98 .033 .02%

0 .279 1.09 .ol .0o5
50 .02 1.28 .oW .o07l
60 .201. 1.2 .452 .02o1
80 .0SO 1.31 .060 .02o

100 .xma1 2.42 .067 .o09

a Dta In the first oolwin 1 given by the am of oohm', soatteri•g, a of 41- ym
scatterag from the I -N forml corrected for b di 'effects. In the necad oo.2a
Incoheret scattering is given ty the Mien-Oisbifm formiUa for free eleotroes.

b bras/atom z 0.0879 a =2 /g
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UM 23. Argm

leattringTota
Pbtf catrlka htce1.otrio hFar productionmi~ b

SWKL arM d sh ls
with 1mthoub Vith Without

osherest Goshiear eoheies coherent

MW kim/atl. Rim/etc. w/etost himt/atm hmatom oN2/0

O.1 56 n.52 4M 651 64.7
.035 36 11.39 232D 20.5 20.1.
.02 U..2 561 8.88 8.63
.03 29 10.75 3645 2.76 2.A1

36~ 2.6 20.150 645.5 1.23. 1.23
S23.6 10.10 31.6 0.682 0.629
.06 124 9.83 18.0 .5s4
.08 10.8 931 7.2 .am .29

.20 9.85 8.07 3.6 .2Q3 .28

.JS 8.3 7.96 0.96 .142 .335
00 70 7.32 JIi .1M0 n17

.o 6.36 .12 .0995 .o977

.57 .76 5o70 .05 .0&76 .007

.5o • 5.21 .o.jo .o79 .o790
1.8 4.82 .020 .O73 .OO7

.8o0 A.2 1. .461oW .0638

1.0 3.81 3.80 .0"75 .0573

2.0 2.07 .05 0.0002 .0338

h.0 12 .27 .0009 .A
5.0 .36 .002 .029
6.0 1.326 .1S .003 .0266
8.0 1.076 .56 .O07 M

10 0.928 .67 o0n .02I1a
35 .679 .87 .029 .02o7
20 .5wt1 1.02 .026 .02150
30 .396 1.23 .0251 .o•

1•0 .31h 137 .046 .0261
5D .262 1..8 .053 .0271
60 .226 1.5 .059 .0o0
8o .1778 1.69 .068 .0292

200 .aw7; 1.78 .076 .0302

a Dta In the first oolm Is given b, the mm of coherent scattering and of Incoherent
scattering from the noin-Niahim for•ua corrected for binding effects. In the second colum
incoherent scattering is gives tv the K1.in-Niahiuia formaa for free electrozo.

b Buns/&tm x o.0250 -.0 2/g
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Scattaulzig pair jrodCtionTa.
Fb*Ua posl e oturio

UMtS EKL and N shel.aWith MI.•ou Win •Uth wi~thoout

ooherent coherent U900*01 1lohtreV R

NOT bm./atou Bu.s/atom BWAe,/atonm b.w/atonsm hs tom./Im J/ JM/

0.01 63 12.16 5o60 82.0 81.2
002 32 UA. 698 :•.e* 10.9
.03 2 n.34 206 3.50 3.5

.0k 17.1 10.96 81.5 1.52 1.43.o5 1167 io.66 40.1 o." 0.782
.06 33.3 31.37 23.0 .559 .51k
.06 11.6 9.82 9.2 .321 .293

.o0 0.5 9.37 14.6 .233 .225

.A0 8.02 7.73 0.52 *232 .127
.30 6.85 6.72 .15 .208 .206

.1O 6.09 6.02 :0706 .065

.50 5.53 5.119010A.05

.60 5.n 5.06 em -am .07
.80 14.1 I4.6 .00 .0692 .06809

1.0 4.02 14.01 .0619 .0638
1.5 3.26 0.017 .050o
2.0 2.76 .065 .0AM36
3.0 2.9 .28 0.0002 .0365

4.0 .823 . .0009 .0327
5.0 1.571 .40 .002 .0305
6.0 1.391 is .00k .068
8.0 1.A38 .63 .006 .0271

30 0.969 .75 .012 .0367
35 -737 .9? *020 .0263
2D 7 1.11. .028 .0269
30 1.37 .00 M03

40.32 1.53 .0I9 .02914
50 .027 1.65 .056 .0o0
60 .2" 1.74 .062 .033h
80 .277 1.88 .072 .0330

31O .2M5 1.96 .00o .03o-a

a Data in the first oolu Iis given bF the am of colaent scattering and of Inm hermit
scattering from the ein-•ni.sa. formala corrected for MIrndi•_ efects. In the second o.tmn
incoherent scattering is given 3b the KMeina-Vif im fornma for free ectrms.

b Barns/tatom x 0.01%1 - c 2/g
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TANS 25. Calcoim

8pa -ott a P e rir prodoton Ttalb

1W KL and N ahelh
VOW Without O Ec i oothat

oohme cohrentcoherent coheret

Mkv Baraff/ato. BarmI4oft Barru/atiom Barm on/a. Barna/aton oa2/g ou2/g

0.:0 6 128o 6380 96.9 96.1
.2013 012.53 30.
.02 33 12.36 859 23.1 33.1
.03 23 n.94 254 4.26 4,.oo

.0o 18.5 31.56 102 1.81 1.71

.05 a 2.1.22 50.6 0.996 0.929

.06 12.3 10.92 2.6 .68 .597

.10 31.1 9.86 6.0 .2'7 .238

.35 9.48 8.07 1,63 .267 .358

.A 8.47 8.33 o.67 .337 .332

.30 7.23 7.07 .AD .. 12 .309

.40 6.42 6.33 .090 097 .0965
.50 5.84 5.78 .050 .0 .06
.80 4.72 .7 .020 .071 .o7W6

1.0 4.2 4.22 .0637 .063
1.5 3.10 0.018 .0518
2.0 2.93 .072 .0151
3.0 2.30 .20 0.0002 .0Y76

1.0 1.919 .33 .0009 .0338
5.0 1.697 .& .002 .03M6
6.0 1.164 .54 .0041 .0302
8.0 ]..1% .69 .006 .0285

20 1.02 .83 .012 .0290
35 0.755 1.08 .022 .0279
2D .605 1.26 .029 .0205*
30 .440 1.51 .0o2 .0299

4 .3109 1.69 .051 .0324
s 0.291 1.82 .059 .0326
60 .01 1.93 .065 .033
80 .296 2.08 .075 .0354

200 .2639 2.19 .06 .0966

a Data in the first oonum is given by the ra of ooherent scattering and of Incoherent
scattering from the nlein-Ilabina fornla corrected for binding effects. In the second oo3
incoherent scattering is given by the -letn-Wi.ina formla for fre eleotrons.

b Bnug/aton x 0.0250 a e att.

C InsgY region In 'blabc dipo20 absorption attains a mudma oros. seetion.
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TUM 26. Iron

f Soattarit' Pkir production Tot
onw IKL and M shells

UkA VWithout With b.ut
ooherent ooherent Nucleus Electron 6oherent coherent

MW Barns/atoma pu/aton Bars/atoa Barns/atom Darns/atom aUm2 -e

0.02 1M 26.614 36500 179 178
-.025 75 2635 5380 58.8 58.2
.02 55 26.07 20 26.3 25.8
.03 37 35.52 729 8.26 8.03

.04 29 35.03 308 3.64 3.40

.05 24 14.59 155 1.93 1.83

.06 20.7 14-.2 91 1.20 1.33

.08 17.2 23./4 38 o.595 0.555

.10 25.14 12.82 19.1 .372 .344
.25 12.8 U.53 5.14 .16 .33
.0 11.3 10.57 2.23 .116 .w38
.30 9.50 9.29 o.66 .220 .206

.40 8.42 8.23 .29 .0940 .0929

.50 7.65 7-52 .36 .080 .08w

.60 7.03 6,96 .20 .0769 .0762

.80 6.35 6.11 .05 .0669 .06641

1.0 5.52 5.49 .03 .0599 0
1.5 4b62.:016"
2.0 3.81 .12 .021
3.0 2.99 .35 0.0003 .O36w

4*0 2.50 :56 .001 .0"0
5.0 2.35 .75 .003 .0333
6.0 1.903 .91 .00% .030o
8.0 1.597 1.17 .-01 .0295

20 1.326 1.39 .026 .0294
35 0.961 1.81 .08.0301.
20 .786 2.10 .030 .0315*
30 .572 2.52 .054 .0o9

40 -154A 2.81 .067 .0359
50 .379 3.03 .076 .0376
60 .326 3.21 .065 .039180 .2 3.46 .096 .0412

100 .223 3.64 .21 .A1M7

a Data in the first aovan is given by the am of coherent scatterbW arA of incoherent
scattering fro, the Xlein-Nishirn formula corrected for binling effects. in the second ool
Incoherent scattering is given by the lein-MNishim formula for free electrons.

b Darns/ata. x 0.0109
* Mmqr region In which d0*3 absonptom attain a instuu aoes weotion.
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!UZS 27. Coppr

Fair profutiom~ %ta
_boton Photoelectric

01"ru KIL and M shells
With Without erWith Without

coherent coherent Nucleus clohtro nt

MIT Dwars/atom Barn/atoom Dans/atcm Duus/atcm bras/atco JA/g z)

o.o0 20 38.56 23600 225
.o25 96 le.24 800 76.8 76.0
.02 70 17.92 3580 34.6 34.1
.03 16 17.31L n2 n.. 20.8

.04 35 26.76 k74 4.83 ,,.65
.05 26.27 242 2.56 2.16
.06 24 25.83 143 1.58 1.51
.08 20.2 1.99 6o.2 0.762 0.723

.20 17.9 14.29 30.7 .161 .427

.15 24.5 12.86 8.9 .222 .206

.20 12.8 fl.79 3.7 .256 .J17

.30 10.7 10.25 1.1 .. 12 .ace

.•40 9.43 9.28 0.48 .0940 .0926

.50 8.51 8.39 .26 .AM .0862

.60 7.86 7.76 .16 .0760 .0751

.80 6.87 6.82 .08 .0659 .065h

1.0 6.26 6.12 .05 .o058 9
1.5 4.98 o.o01 .o1
2.0 4.25 .26 .0oU
3.0 3.-34 .10 0.0004 .-039

4.0 2.78 .70 .001 .0330
5.0 2,.0 .93 .003 .0326
6.0 2.123 1.23 .006 .0309
8.0 1.736 1.15 .012 .0303

20 1.479 1.72 .018 .0305
35 1.094 2.23 .033..0-M
20 0.877 2.60 .043 .033o *
30 .638 3.12 .060 q0362

410 .506 3.1.8 .0741 .0385
50 .4122 3.75 .065 .04.04
60 .3641 3.97 .0911 -do2
80 W~6 11.27 n1 .04412

100 .238 41.49 .22 .0160

a Data in the first ool= is given t~r the aun of coberent scattering and of incoherent
scattering from the flein-Nishims formals, corrected for bind~ing effects. In the second coluqi
incoherent scattering is given kb' the flein-Nishina formula for free. electrons.

b Dame/atom z 0.0091.2 - 2 /C
* Energy region in which dipole absorption attains a 011PI cOss section.
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Fý ~TABIB 28. Yalybdenmu

•attrn a Fair production Totalb

Photon Photoelectric
SnOAME•,L and N shells

With wthot •With Without
coherent coherent Nucleus Electron oherent coherent

eYA Brnis/atom Barns/atom Barns /ktom Barns/atom Barns Intom OR%/ CU2/g

o.01 340 2.9 11400 73.7 71.8
.0,5 220 2.h 43480 23.2 22.0
02000* 1,60 6.0 1510 10.5 9.64.

.02W0 60 26.0 3000 82.6 81.8
.03 96 25.1 4260 27.4 26.9

.04 71 24.3 1920 12.5 12.2

.05 56 23.6 3030 6.82 6.62

.06 46 22.9 620 4.28 h.0o

.06 36 21.7 274& 1.95 1.86

.o0 30 20.7 1u4 1.09 1.03
A5 23.2 18.63 4.4 o.U8 0.389
.20 19.8 17.-0 18.7 .242 .2Z
.30 36.1 14-85 5.8 .338 . 3V0

.40 14.0 23.30 2.6 .104 .0998
.50 12.6 12.35 1.4 .0879 .0851
.60 11.5 11.24 0.88 .0777 .0761
.80 10.0 9.87 .45 .0656 .o61,8

1.0 8.96 8.87 .29 .0581 .-075
1.5 7.25 7.21 .3.4 0.095 .070 .0467
2.0 6.35 .09 .35
3.0 4.83 .05 .99 0.0005
4.0 4.om .04 1.49 .002 .0349
5.0 3.18 .03 1.96 .005 .03o4
6.0 3.08 .023 2.36 .008 .03M1
8.0 2.52 .017 3.00 .02 .03o9

10 2.24 .0o3 3.53 .03 .0359
15 1.585 4.58 .04 .Ow*
20 1.270 5.32 .06 .0138
30 0.924 6.39 .09 .0o15

S.733 7.-1 .n .0499
50 .612 7.65 .12 .0526
60 .527 8.08 .14 .o05
80 .415 8.69 .16 .0582

100 .344 9.35 .18 .0"07

a Data in the first colum is given 1b" the sm of coherent scattering and of incoherent
scattering from the Ilein-Nishimna formila corrected for binding effects. In the second Golwn
Incoherent scattering is given by the flein-Nishina formla for free electrons.

b Earnm/ato x 0.006279 - =/g

o K edge; at this and lower energies data for the L and M shells is given while at this and
higher energies data for the L, M and K shells is given.

SEner region In wddch dipole absorption attains a msnm cross section.
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1*3529. YUn

3oao.a l
heoton Photoelectric
SmOM KL. and N shells

Vith lt.out Nleus Sc With Without
oohmere oobersub coherent oohersub

YAW hzuuO/atou Barns/aton Dans/atom Darns/atom Darns/atou Wk2/g 01

0.01 510 32.0 v.00 IA 122
.015 310 311. 71.10 3.3 37.8
.0 , 44. 30.9 3220 17.6 36.S30.0 305 6.09 M..
.o2 030.0 8580o 1.3 3.7

.01 100 0.9 3700 3.:3 9..9

.05 79 .o 30 10..

.06 6527.3 121 61 .2

.06 1625 .8 539 2.98 2.07

.0 10 24.6 �6 1.65 1.58

.5 6 22.2 88.8 0.601 0.563

.20 2:6 20.3 39., .,

.30 39.7 17.68 12. .363 :153

.o0 17.0 35.81 5.6 .11 .0

.50 25.2 1.16 3.0 .MA .o6

.60 3.8 .338 1. .109 O
..80 12.0 1.75 200 .0660

1.0 20.7 2.056 0.614 W
1.5 8.65 8.56 .32 0.31. :V. ,
2.0 7.36 7,32 .A .51 .0.o0 .oAM
3.0 5.76 .12 1.35 0.0006 .0367

4.0 4.80 .06 2.32 .002 .AM55
5.0 4.3h .06 2.76 .006 .0355
6. 3.66 . 3. .01 .0358
8.0 2.99 04.2D .02 .0368

10 2.55 .o3 1.910 .AM
25 1.8 .02 6.39 .05
20 -1512 .015 7.10 .07 .-OW7
30 1.1m0 8.91 .20 .053W

°0 0.873 9.89 .23 .055
50 .72 10.6 .25 .05:
60 .62? 11.2 .26 .060
80 A4 12.1 029 .OW.

200 .1-W 12.7 .21 .O

a Data In the first oolsm Is given b7 the ame of ooherent scattering and of Incoherent
scattering from the mien-Visbina formUa oorreoted for binding effeots. In the sesond oolum
incoherent scattering is given by the lein-lishim formala for free eleotrnm.

b Dan/atom x 0.00"576 a• 2/g

a I edgel at this and lower aeargie. data for the L and N shells is given while at this and
hihe energies data for the LO N and I shells Is given.
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TUB I30. iodine

Btt a Ffr Pwodu•otm ii
lbotai Plotoola

ew KL and K sbhlls
with withoub Nu~w 319tr th without

ooWheret om hat obber en oobeo

New Suns/atom Barns/tom DaNO/atom Dman/tom Dams/aom ont/g 4

o.01 590 33.9 200 2w& 11 2
.035 380 3.3 h60 16.2 h4.6
.02 270 32.8a30 2D.9 39.8
AS3 260 31.6 1260 6.74. 6.33
.0332); 250 31.3 w3 5.1hhil
.C330 250 31.3 753 36.11 35.8

120 30A6 WL190 n.9 214
89 29.7 *70 12.1' 21.9

.06 72 28.9 325 7.46 7.26
.0• 51 27.4 677 3.-i 3.34

.20 443 26.1 360 1.92-8
JS 32 23.5 233 0o 8 o.6he
.20 26.5 n1.5 50 .363 .339
.30 21.0 18.71 36.0 .176 AM

.10 18.1 26.78 7.2 .AM .111

.50 26.2 15.33 3.9 .0954 .0923
.60 34.8 24.28 2.5 .O8e .O72
.80 12.8 12.46 1.3 .0669 .0653

1.0 l .h n.39 0.8h : 581 0: 71.5 9.2 9.1O .1 0.17030

2,0 7.81 7.76 .01 .59 .o .0!9
3.0 6.20 .36 1.53 0.0006 .0370

4.0 5.09 . 2.39 .003 .360
5.0 h,.39 .08 3.12 .006 .0361
6.0 3.88 .07 72 .01 .0W65
8.0 3.37 .05 ?:70 .02 .0MW

20 2.70 .011 5.52 .03 .039h1
35 2.00 .03 7.32 .06 .oAM,
0 1.603 .02 8.26 .0 .. s

30 1.265 9.92 .01532

50 .772 3.9 .26 .0609
60 .M5 12.5 .17 .0633
80 .5A1 23.5 AD0 0065

100 .4134 111. .22 .0700

a Data In the first oo6dm Is given b the & of obberent scattering and of Snooherent
soatte.lag from the Ileln-lish.ine foresoa oorr.oted for Idnz effects. h te enNowod oolin
Imoherent sbattering Is given by the is forusia for fr•ee eeotram.

b Bu /ao x o.ool17W - =/
a K edges at this and Uoar energes -data for the L and N shells Is given vW1 at this and

ighroenergies data for the L, N and K shells is given.
Inn" regi•n in iuddh dipola absorption attains a a•w oes section.
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TANZ 31. Tungsten

SctmUIU IAttava hbteec b Fir production boa
emigy rL end N shollsth than shll Nucleus Siectrom With without

mob 1 et hrt oherent coherent

M"v Barns/atom DRuus/ktom Darns/atom Barns/atom Barns,4ton 0m2/g o

0.01 M300 1.7 17'7OO 62.2 58.1
.*Me. 3.0 17 1680 59.0 55.2
.oziid M00 h.6.9 6W1o2522
MS3 so. h.6.5 36M0 12n 118

.02 590 1.7 16000 54.3 52.6

.03 350 1.2 50o0 17.7 16.7
.04 20 42.8 222 8.06 7.41
.05 180o 41.5 1160 4.39 3.914
.06 15 w 10.4 6710. 2.68 2.34
06 12 39.4 13 1.83 1.56
.0696 122 39.4 320 x.0 10.7
.08 20. 38.3 2250 7.71 7.19

.20 80 36.5 1250 4.36 ..21.15• 54 3.8 408 3-51 1.44

.2D 12 30.1 186 0.747 0.708

.30 31.5 26.2 63.1 .310 .293

.1.0 26.5 23.4. 29. aft1 .171.

.50 23.14 a. 16.7 .231 .1

.60 21.2 19.80 21.0 .o05 .101

.80 18.2 17.39 5.9 .0789 .0763

1.0 26.1 15.63 3.9 055 .0640
1.5 12.9 12.70 1.9 o.11 .Oi,,. .:0492•.% 1o.9 0498z • . .~
2.0 10.9 10.5 1.2 1.32 .011. AMC33.0 8.97 8.52 0.71 3.23 o.ooo9 .0o40 .0405

4.o 7.20 .50 4.68 .004 .0o02
5.0 6.23 .38 5.96 .00o .0o09
6.0 5.42 .31 7.02 .01 .0/08
8.0 4.10 .23 8.68 .03 .0438

20 3.77 .8 10.*2 .oA .0o65
35 2.79 .n. 23.1 .08 .o52
2D 2.21 .08 25.2 .11 .0978
30 1.627 .06 18.3 .25 .0660

h. 1i.2 .0o 20.3 .29
so 1.077 21.8 .22 .0797
60 0.92 23.1 .24 .07
80 .731 24.8 .2 .o8h5

200 .606 26.1 .31 .0885

a Data in the first oolumm is given by the sm of coherent scattering and of incoherent
scattering from the Knein-Nishina formula corrected for binding effects. In the second colum
Incoherent scattering is given by the Iein-Nlishin formula for free electrons.

b Barns/atom x 0.003276 - = 2/C

o L• edge; at this and lower energies data for the m shell is given.

d L1 edge; from this energy to the X edge erargy data for the L and M shells is given.

SK edge; at this and higher energies data for the L, M and i shells is given.
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TILE 32. atiutam

Scattringa productim Totalb

Photon Photoelectric
"eO1 K,L and N shellst•.th W•thouV lath Wilthout

coherent ooherent Nucleus z1 a o ent, oohetet

1v BUMr/Atom Bros/atoa Bfs/atom •IrM/itom Dris/at=m R2 / OUI/g

0.01 a ko 140 hq9 22000 2.68.0
.o80 1200 49.6 11"80o U-.4
.6z391' 1000 9.2 5390 69 366
MS2 91.0 h9.1 14M0 28 235

.02 670 1h.2 19700 62.9 60.9
.03 o00 )6.6 6240 20.5 19.1
.01 280 15.1 2720 9.26 8.53
.05 210 43.8 1.. 5.o9 4.58
.06 263 42.6 836 3.08 2.71
.07858 iM 1..6 380 1.53 1.30
.078z8 n7 40.6 2860 9.319 8.95
.06 125 W-0.3 2750 8.81 8.61

.10 88 38.4. 250 4-9 4.75
.2.5 59 34..6 1.9 1.72 1.61.
.20 h5 31.7 226 0.8%6 0.795
.30 34 27.6 77.3 .343 .321

.40 28.3 24.7 37.1 .202 .- 91

.50 24.8 22.6 21.2 .242 .235

.60 22.5 20.9 23.9 .. 12 .2w

.80 1.9.2 18.33 7.6 .0827 .000

1.0 17.0 26.-47 4,, .76 .06591.5 23.6 33.38 2.1 0.47 .05M .0501
2.0 1.6 n.4.2 1.5 1.51 .011 .01-
3.0 9.0A. 8.98 0.90 3.52 0.001 .A145 .014

4.o 7.52 7.18 .63 5.21 .004 .01a2 .01Al
5.0 -6.W6 .A8 6.59 .009 .01.8
6.o 5.71 .39 7.73 .02 .012
8.0 4.67 .29 9.54 .03 .01.

10 3.96 .22 11.2 .05
25 2.91. .314 24.4 .08 04
20 2.36 .00 16.7 .21 .0595
30 1.725 .07 20.1 .26 .O0W

10 1.362 .06 22.3 .2D .07850 .1% .o5 24.o .23 -a m
60 o.978 2.4. .5 .0822
80 .770 27.3 .29 .0075

100 .639 28.6 .33 .0923

a Data in the first colmu is given by the ma of coherent scattering and of incoherent
scattering from the ELein-Nisbina formuls corrected for binding effects. ,In the second oolm.
incoherent scattering is given by the Klein-Nishina forwala for free eolotron,.

b Das/atom x 0.003086 - cm•2/

o L3 edge; at this and lower energies data for tho M shell is given.

d L4 edge; from this eneg to the .ledge energ7 data for the L and N shells is given.

* K edge; at this and higher energies data for the L, N and K shells is given.
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TAM 33. The==

£tz•l J•fr produc•tio ?oab
ScatteringmFr dutn Totalb

Pbotn Potooelatrio
eOerV IL mid N sbhls

Wit Wihou Ncles Iecton with Without
ooberent oohrent s coherent ooheroot

MPv Darns/atom Dano/ato• Durns/atom atrns/atoWm ans/atom, ou2j =21A

0.01 1500 51.8 26000 81.1 76.8
.o01w. 10 51.3 310 13.0 39.7

3 9W0 50.7 47200 112 239
.02 730 50.1 227 69.1 67.1
.03 430 .8.4 722D 22.6 21A.

.04 300 46.8 3200 10.3 9.57
.05 22D 45.1 16 5.514 5.03
.06 180 Q.2 976 3.41 3.01
.08 121 U.9 120 1.60 1.36
:'Oe5, n4 .1.3 341 1.31 1.23
.0W58140 • 11.3 25'n 7.93 7.72

.20 95 39.9 1710 5.32 5.16
.25 63 35.9 7 1.88 1.80
.2D 18 32.9 261 o.911 0.866
.3c 35.5 28.6 88.9 .367 .31.6

.10 29.6 25.6 13.6 .2Z6 .20D

.50 26.0 23.4 25.0 .- ,L0 .903
.60 23.1 21.7 36A1. .117 .112
.80 20.0 19-.0 8o9 .0852 .0821

1.0 17.8 17.1.1 5.8 .0696 .0675
1.5 31..2 3.90 2.8 0.53 .o517 .0508
2.0 12.0 11.86 1.8 1.67 .1%6 .A52
3.0 9.1.O 9.32 1.1 3.3 0.001 .012 .0020

1.0 7.81 7.M7 0.72 5.62 .001 .0417 .0o16
5.0 6.71 .56 7.06 .009 .01.3
6.0 5.93.6 8.29 .02 .A"33
8.0 h.85 .32 0.2 .M3 .016o

10 4x.3 .25 12,0 .05 .06481
'5 3.06 .17 15.1. .09 .0552

20 26.S .12 17.9 .12 .0607
30 1.78r .09 21.5 .17 .0694

ho 1.414 .07 23.9 .n1 .0751.
50 1.179 .05 25.7 .24 .0601
60 1.o6 27•.1 .26 .0637
80 0.800 29.2 .31 .0691

100 .664 30.6 .34 .0932

a Data in the first columu is given by the asm of coherent scattering and of incoherent scatter-
ing from the Ilein-1Hoshlm foras, oorreoted for bIni effects. T, the second colu-- inooherent
soatterIng is givem by the •loin-ishimi form~ls for free eloctrons.

b ha5/ato, x o.02948 - ou2/g

a L3 oedgl at this and lower energies data for the N sholl is given.

d Li edge; from this eoergy to the K oedg sgm data for the L and N sholls is given.

* 1 oede; at this and higher energies data for the Ls N and K shoels is giten.
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USJI 31. IMd

aaipodtia bScattering air prdu Total
Photon hotoelectric

OMW7 KaL and N shells
With WitbAou MMOS saWa ith Vitheub

coherent coherent No!een Vch--n

MW Sn/at. Barnu/atom har's/atm 'Bans/atom Ins/at c. t/g tJw/g

0.01 1600 52.5 27500 84.6 80.1
:03070 1200 51.8 13200 1.9 38.5
03 8iod goo 51.3 45400 235 332

.02 750 50.7 21o0 72.0 69.9
.03 60 49.0 762D 23.5 22.3

.01 310 WA7. 3310 10.5 9.76
.05 230 46.o 1i70 5.73 5.39
.06 180 4.8 3104 3.55 3.15.0e 11 42.4 1.66 l.hl
02 I.A, 41.6 331 130 1.09

.088 113 .1.6 2520 7.63 7.42

.10 100 40.4 1780 5.k7 5.29

.15 64 36.4 596 1.92 1.84

.20 1.9 33.3 275 0.942 0.896

.30 36.2 29.0 93.1 .377 .356

.4.0 30.1 26.0 16.7 .22D .208

.5D 26.3 23.7 26.1 .152 .11.5

.60 23.8 21.9 17.3 .119 .-14

.80 20.3 19.-27 9.5 .0666 .0836

1.0 18.0 17.32 6.2 .07M .068%
1.5 14.4 14.07 3.0 0.55 .0522 .012
2.0 12.2 12.00 2.0 1.72 .063 .OW67
3.0 9.51 9.44 1.1 3.93 0.001 .o23 .o021

4.0 7.91 7.87 0.80 5.76 .004 .042 .042D
5.0 6.79 .60 7.25 .009 .06
6.0 6.00 .49 8.17 .02 .0436
8.0 4.931 .35 10.5 .03 .0169

10 4i.28 .28 12.3 .05 .01,9
15 3.09 .28 Z5.7 .09 :05544
20 2.48 .23 18.3 .22 .0621
30 1.803 .09 21.9 .17 .0697

0o 1.432 .07 24.4 .21 .0759
50 1.194 .05 26.2 .24 .Oe5
60 1.028 27.7 .27 .08W
8o 0.810 29.8 .31 .089

M0 .6472 31.3 .34 .0939

a Data in the first oo1in is given by the sum of. coherent scattering and of Incoherent
scattering from the Kfoin-Nishina formils corrected for binding effects. In the second ooumi
ncoherent scattering in given by the Klein-Viulrla forUsa for free electronm.

b Dins/atom x 0.002906 cm%/g

o L3 edge; at this and lover enerlies data for the M shell is given.

d L1 edgel from this energy to the K edge energy data for the L and N shells is given.

e I edges at this. and higher energies data for the L, M and K shells is given.
*bergy region in uicdh dipole absorption attains a nximm cross section.
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TABYA 35. Urawnium

RoScatteria 
air production Totaob

K,T. and Y shells
With Withou Nulu lcrn wt. without

coherent coherent Nucleus Electron coherent coherent

NNW arns/atom Barns/atom Darns/atom Darns/atom Barns/atom om2/g om2/g

o.0I 210o 58.9 14. 118 W
.035 11UM 57.9 11450 4o.2 36.8
.01720 1200 97.4 10000 2.3 25.5
.C181" 880 56.5 29M00 76.6 74.6
•03 590 54.9 12000 31.9 3o.5

.0o4 00 53.2 5250 14.3 13.4

.05 300 51.6 2780 7.79 7.17

.06 230 50.2 1610 14.73 4.28

.08 163 1 .6 716 2.22 1.93

10 13 145.3 3714 1.26 1.06
.•163° 103 1.38 239 0.865 0.716
.1163 103 43.8 1790 !4.79 14.614
.15 78 10.8 916 2.52 2.42
.20 59 37.4 425 1.22 1.17
.30 42 32.5 116 0.476 0.42

.140 34.7 29.1 73.2 .273 .259

.50 30.2 26.6 13.1 .185 .176

.60 27.1 24.6 29.2 .1,42 .M36

.80 29.0 21.6 16.0 .0907 .0952

1.0 20.3 19.1.3 10.5 ,7I79 .0797
1.5 16.2 15.79 5.1 0.77 .0559 .05o
2.0 13.7 33.37 3.3 2.35 .0,490 .A84
3.0 10.7 10.59 1.9 5.09 0.001 .0448 .0445

4.0 8.88 8.83 1.3 7.26 .004 .04h. .0440
5.0 7.62 1.0 9.00 .01 .04V.6
6.0 6.74 0.81 10.14 .02 .0155
8.0 5.51 .59 12.8 .04 .01,79

1.0 4.69 .46 35.0 .06 .0511
Is 3.-1 .30 19.3 .10 .0586*
20 2.78 .22 22.14 .23 .06h6
30 2.023 .15 26.8 .19 .- 7a

1.0 1.606 .11 29.8 .214 .08014
50 1..30 .09 32.1 .27 .0855
60 1..54 33.9 .30 .0895
80 0.909 36.5 .35 .0956

100 .754 38.3 .39 .0998

a Data in the first column is given by the sum of coherent scattering and of incoherent scatter-
ing from the Klein-Nishina formlsa corrected for binding effects. In the second column incoherent
scattering is given by the Klein-Nishina formula for free electrons.

b Darns/atomi x 0.002531 - cm' 2/g

a L3 edge; at this and lovr energies on3ly M shell data is given.

d Ll edge; from this to the K edge energy data for the L and M shells is given.
e K edge; at this and higher energies data for the L, N and K shells is given.
* Energy region In which dipole absorption attains a maximm roese section.
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"TBDIZ 36. water

Scatterine Fair production Totalb

Photon Photoelectric
Meru K and L shells

With Without With Without
.coherent coherent Nucleus Eectr coherent coherent

14w b-,s/,olecule Bam/molecule brns/,olecule Barns/rolecule Parns/,oleculo c, 2 /g cm,2 /g

0.01 12.8 6.40 I6 5.31 5.10
.025 9.54 6.29 39.6 1.64 1.53
.02 8.19 6.18 15.4 0.789 0.722
.03 6.96 5.97 4.09 .370 .336

.0o 6.34 5.78 1.55 .264 .245

.05 5.92 5.61 0.73 .222 .212

.06 5.7o 5.46 .40 .20 .196

.o6 5.33 5.17 .5 .183 .178

.10 5.05 4.93 .071 .17 .167.15 4.50 4.44 .020 .51 .149

.20 h.10 4.07 .010 .337 .136

.30 3.55 3.54 .119 .118

.40 3.17 .106

.50 2.89 .0966

.60 2.68 .0896

.80 2.35 .0786

1.0 2.11 .O7r6
1.5 1.716 0.0029 .0575
2.0 1.464 .o0 .0493
3.0 1.151 .033 0.0601 .o396

4.o 0.960 .055 .0004 .0339
5.0 .828 .072 .001 .0301
6.o .732 .069 .002 .0275
8.o .599 .A6 .0o3 .02o

10 .510 .138 .006 .0219
15 .377 .181 .010 .0190
20 .302 .213 .014 .0177
30 .22D .256 .019 .0166

40 .1746 .2&7 .02 .o162
50 .1456 .310 .026 .o061
60 .1254. .327 .029 .0161
80 .0988 .355 .o34 .0163

100 .0820 .376 .038 .0166

a Data in the first column is given by the sum of coherent scattering and of incoherent scatter-
ing from the Klein-Nishina formula corrected for binding effects. In the second column incoherent
scattering is given by the Klein-Nishina formula for free electrons.

b rns/molecule x 0.03314 - an/g
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"WTBIU 37. Sodium Iodide

Scattering5  Fair prdution bOa
photon Photoelectric
"wrV KL and H shells

with Without Eletr With Without
coherent coherent coherent coherent

Nov Barus/eleolculs Barns/en~eculA Brs /nolsoule Barns/m~oleule Barns/mecl 2/ /g

0.01 610 41.0 30o00 125 122
.o05 390 40.3 9530 39.9 38.5
.02 280 39.6 4200 18.0 17.0
.03 170 38.2 1280 5.83 5.30
.03329 260 37.8 916 ,4.45 3.95
.03323 60 37.8 752D 30.9 3o.4

.0o4 13 37.0 4500 18.6 18.2

.05 96 35.9 21170 10.3 10.1
.06 79 34.9 ISM 6.35 6.,!7
.08 60 33.1 608 2.97 2.86

.20 50 31.5 360 1.65 1.97

.5 37 28.14 1 o.6o3 o.568

.20 31 26.0 50.0 .326 .305
.30 24.9 22.6 26.o .164 .155
.40 21.6 20.3 7.2 .116 .111
.50 19.1. 18.51 3.9 .09o6 .0901
.60 17.7 1.7.12 2.5 .0812 ,O789
.80 .54 15.0o4 1.3 .0671 .067

1.0 13.7 23.52 0.84 .058o4
1.5 11.1 10.96 . 0.18 .010 .W52.0 9 ,42? 9.3/ .26 .61 .0414 ,Okla
3.0 7.37 .16 1.59 o0oo07 .036

4.0 6.14 .11 2.49 .004 .0351
5.0 5.3o .08 3.25 .007 .03k?
6.0 4.68 .07 3.88 .01 .0347
8.0 3.83 .05 14.91 .02 .01

30 3.26 .0o4 5.7 .04 .0366
35 2.11 .03 7.45 .07 .0400
2D 1.935 .02 8.65 .10 .04~30
30 1.407 10..4 .13 .040
1.0 1.127 U-.5 .17 .05114
so 0.932 12.5 .3.9 -05Wo
60 .803 23.1 .2. .0567
80 .632 114.1 .24 .0602

S.525 14.8 .27 .0627

a Data in the first colum is given by the sun of coherent scattering and of incoherent scatter-
ing from the Mlen-Nishins formula corrected for binding effects,. In the second coluen incoherent
scattering is given by the Klein-Nishim formla for .free electrons.

b B ,,w/me .eo. z 0.0019 - =2 /g

o I-edge of Iodine; at this and lower energies data for the L and H shells is given while at
this and higher energies data for the L, H and I shells is given.
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TAMI 38. Callocum Mospte

awatt.,iga Fair produatio boa
lmtan lTbotoeleotri'

SEuffKL and N shlela
wi~t~h id£thout; Nucleus lec tran idth Without

coherent coherent coherent; coherent

New s,•p/Mo,,ouls .ar-m/,mo,,oula hrns/maleuls Darna/,olecule ftan/moul.cul.2/e ca 2 /g

0.01 m75 98.6 24500 48.3 47.8
:035 96.9 7580 35.2 2I&.9
.02 95.2 3220 6.63 6.44
.03 92.9 91,3 2.11 2.01

.04 121 89.0 376 0.965 0.903

.05 3M7 86.4 185 .567 .527

.06 99.2 84.1 105 .397 .367

.08 88.5 79.6 42.2 .2514 .7

.10 81.7 75.9 21.7 .201 .190

.15 71.2 68.3 5.84 .1go .IQ1,
:20 64.2 62.6 2.1a .129 .126
.30 55.2 54.4 0.72 .109 .107

.40 .2 48.8 .32 .962 .0954

.50 .7 44.5 .18 .0872 .AM

.60 ,a.3 4.2. .1 .6O04 .0802

.80 36.3 36.2 .05 .M706 .07014

1.0 32.6 32.5 .03 .0634 .0632
1.5 26.14 0.10 .053
2.0 22.5 .38
3.0 17.73 1.08 0.002

14.0 24.78 1.79 .007 .0322
5.0 12.75 2.38 .02 .0294
6.0 11.27 2.91 .03 .0276
8.0 9.22 3.75 .06 .0253

10 7.85 14.50 .09 .02142
25 5.81 5.86 .17 .0230
20 4.66 6.86 .23 .0220
30 3.39 8.3 .32 .0232

40 2.69 9.22 .40 .0239
50 2.24 9.92 .45 .0245
60 1.931 !.0.5 .50 .0251
80 1.522 n.14 .58 .0262

100 1.263 12.0 .65 .02V7

a h•ta in the first coluom is given by the sum of coherent scattering ard of incoherent scatter-
ing from the I.ein-Nishins forml corrected for binding effects. In the second colmm incoherent
scattering is given by the ]lein-Nishbin forulak for free electrons.

b Dan e/mmoule z 0.009142 -o& 2/g
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TA3I1 39. Air
0.755 N, 0.232 0, 0.013 A ty Weight

Naua Absorption Coefficient

Total Total

Photon Wtth Without Roton With Witteaut
energy coherent coherent SeDeg coherent coherent

Mev om2/g cm2/g Nov GA2/" ou2 /g

C.o1 5.09 4.89 1.4 .0635 .0635
.015 1.59 1.48 1.5 .0517
.02 0.764 0.697 2.0 .0w
.03 .3149 .317 3.0 .0357

.A .2•45 .226 4.0 .0307

.05 .204 .194 5.0 .o274
.06 .186 .178 6.o .25o
.08 .166 .161 8.o .0220

.10 .155 ,151 10 .0202

.15 .336 .134 15 .0178

.20 .123 .123 20 .0166

.30 .107 .106 30 .o158

.4o .0954 .0953 40 .o0156

.50 .0868 .0868 50 .0157

.6o .0804 .0804 60 .0158

.80 .0706 .o706 80 .016o

100 .o164

Table 40. Concrete

(0.56% H, 49.56% 0, 31.35% Si, 4.56% Al, 8.26% Ca, 1.22% Fe, 0.24% Mg,

1.71% Na, 1.92% K, 0.10 s) (P. 2.35 g/1n 3)

mcton Nme. Absorption Photon Naas Absorption Photon Nan Absorption

energ Coefficient energy Coefficient energy Coefficient

mea GK2 /g Nov O.2/g MOT =2/g

0.01 24.6 .30 .107 6.o .x268

.015 7.68 .40 .0954 8.o .0243

.02 3.34 .50 .0870 10.0 .0229

.03 1.10 .60 .0804 15 .0o24

.04 .542 .80 .0706 20 .0209

.05 .350 1.0 .0635 30 .0209

.06 .267 1.5 o.o517 40 .0213

.08 .197 2.0 .0.01 50 .0217

.10 .169 3.0 .0363 60 .0222

.15 .139 4.0 .0317 80 .0230

.20 .124 5.0 .02&7 100 .0237

Coherent scattering is not included in the calculations. The data were not revised.
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TAD ,z 41. Incohreng a,'atltering function, ,(v)

v -~ TWOmas. Lous iKopo V_9 Toomas U=1b Nampe
Pez'r'Fmnl UPZ"' FermI'

0.001 0.012 0.0066 0.00W7 0.3 0.776 0.. .-0
.006 .01 .. .3-.
.01 o7 .074 .024 .8 .0 .66 0 328
.02 .100 .-------- 6 .--0..
.03 .227 .21 .7 .--------

.04 .277 --.----- .--4---

.03 .319 .........-* -.0 .0-4-........ .......

.M .46 ,.8 .370 1.0 .962 1.0 .984

.2 .674 ........ 8I .

* Values below P-0.08 are from Wheeler and Lamb, and from P-0.05 to I from Bewlloup.
a Values we calculated fot the Moblir approximation to the Thomas-Fermi disribution.
SValues are calculated for analytical Interpolation to give correct values at low r and Thoma-Fermi at high .

5. Appendix-Survey oi Data on the Incoherent Scattering Function

Many effects of the interaction of radiations atoms with spherical symmetry or for an assembly
with atoms depend on the so-called incoherent of atoms with random orientation.
scattering function S(q,Z). Among these are the In order to minimize the variation oS the inco-
small-angle incoherent scattering of X-rays [73], herent scattering function from one element to
the small-angle inelastic scattering of charged another it is convenient to express the recoil
particles 174, 751, and the production of brems- momentum q in terms of a suitable unit, namely,
strahlung and of positron-electron pairs in the to replace q by the variable
field of electrons [76]. Data on S(q,Z) are repre-
sented in the graphs of figures 6 and 7 and in v=0.333 qa/AZ2', (16)
table 41.

The incoherent scattering function represents where a=0.53X10-O cm is the Bohrxadius.
the probability that an atom of a specified mate- The incoherent scattering function is then in-
rial be raised to any excited or ionized state as a dicated as
result of a sudden impulsive action which imparts
a recoil momentum • to any of the atomic elec- S(v)=S(O.333 qa/ZW")=(1/Z)- delF.()1'2 (17)
trons. 45)0

The generalized form factor of an atom with
atomic number Z can be defined as a matrix where the integral includes both a sum over the
element discrete spectrum and an integral over the con-

tinuous spectrum. The function (17) still depends
on Z at constant v, but this dependence is not

A- 1o) (,5) indicated explicitly.
F. () = Z 0  ( This equation may be transformed by applica-

tion of a closure theorem (sum rule) so that it
where ' is the position vector of the jth electron defines S(v) in terms of properties of the ground
with respect to the nucleus, and e indicates the state only, specifically in terms of diagonal ele-
energy of an excited (or ionized) stationary state, ments of matrices pertaining to the ground state
as measured from the ground state. The expres- .0.0
sion (15) and all of its applications in this ap-
pendix have been derived and should be considered S(V)=(J1Z)[(0[j•e I j•[0)_jF(*,Z)j2] (18)
only in the frame of nonrelativistic quantum i
mechanics.

The incoherent scattering function S(g,Z) is where F(q,Z) is the form factor that determines
the coherent scattering.

the sum of the IF.(j)I' over-all excited states of When the electron recoil momentum, q, is much
the atom, divided by the number of electrons, Z. larger than the initial momentum of the electron
The sum is independent of the direction of q for in its bound state, the electric forces that initially
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were bindi the electron in the atom influence gradually. This is indicated by the comparison
the recoil oMy to a slight extent. The recoiling of the Thomas-Fermi ,(v) with the curves calcu-
electron is practically certain to leave thl atom, lated from the Hartree model in fi 7.
and the incoherent scattering function is very Lenz [79] has suggested that simplified calcula-
nearly equal to 1. This feature is displayed by tions be made uti'" the approxm te formula
every graph in figure 6. On the other hand, if for the electron density of the Thomas-Fermi
the recoil momentum is very small, the atom is atom introduced by Moliere [80]. In table 41 a
almost certii to absorb the recoil as though it comparison is made of S(v) obtained by Bewilogua
were a rigid body that is, to remain in its ground for the Thomas-Fermi model and values from
state. Accordingy, 8(v) .tends to vanish for small the Molre type of approximation. The Moliere
"values of v, as shown in figure 6. distribution of electrons drops off at the edge of

Hydrogen atom. The incoherent scattering the atom faster, and therefore more realistically,
function for the hydrogen atom can be calculated than the Thomas-Fermi distribution. Accord-
analytically because the H wave function is ingly the scattering function is more in line with
known analytically, and has in fact a simple realistic expectation than is the original Bewilogua
algebraic form. The first term in the bracket of curve.
eq (18) equals 1 for H and the second term equals Loth - approeimtion. Koppe [81] has suggested

that the incoherent scattering function be calcu-_
[l+q~a2 /4P]- 4=[l+9.04v'/4]-'. lated, for low v, from an improved model. For

low v, that is for low 9, the exponential in eq (15)
Therefore, can be expanded into* powers of q, disregarding

powers after the first. The first term of the expan-
•(v)----I--[I -+-9.04tP/4]-1 sion, namely El•=Z, contributes to Fe(q an

amount Z(#1110), which vanishes owing to the
4 ( 1+9.04/4)( .4 8 orthogonality of the eigenfunctions. The next(1-9.041/4)' term yields

This expression is plotted in figure 6. (20)
Thomae-Fermi mode. The incoherent scattering

function for an atom described by the Thomas-
Fermi model has been calculated by Heisenberg This expression vanishes for parity reasons when
[77] and Bewilogua [78]. According to this model e=-0. A closure theorem yields then
the incoherent scattering function, 8(v), is a
universal function independent of Z, i. e., valid for f( " 1 / .'I
all elements. It is plotted in figure 6 and tabulated S(v) =(/Z) JF,(-)jde-1 0 "f )
in table 41. It was stated by the authors that this
application of the Thomas-Fermi model should be
valid for Z>6, on the basis of comparison with 0IIFAI'I0),
calculations for C and 0 atoms with screened _Z3A2( -FI (21)

hydrogenic wave functions.
The Thomas-Fermi mo~del yields an electron where the last equality has been obtained by

distribution that is excessively smeared out at the averaging over-all directions of 4 and taking into
edge of the atom. This causes the incoherent account the assumed spherical symmetry of the
scattering function to be in error for small values atom.
of v. The incorrect assumption that this part Because the atomic electrons move very nearly
of the electronic distribution is spread out with independently of one another the square of jrj
low density, low binding energy, and low momen- in eq (21) has an average value nearly equa to
tum yields an erroneously large probability of in- that of .j•[•. This latter average can be ob-
coherent scattering with low recoil momentum. t of va Tis latter averaec nbeo
Therefore, the Thomas-Fermi S(v) tapers off much tameed for various substances from experimental
too slowly for low v, that is, on the left side of values of the volume diamagnetic susceptibility xl
figure 6. according to the law that

The Thomas-Fermi model also gives an incor- 1 6 mc2
rectly high density of electrons near the nucleus, (o0~1 1",Iro)= W- (-xga)
as though there were a portion of the electronic
charge with excessively high momentum. MTbere
results an incorrectly large probability of coherent =1.25X 10(-X4j.)A',. (22)
scattering for comparatively large values of q and p
v, and a corresponding incorrectly low probability
of incoherent scattering. As a result the Thomas- where N is the number of atoms per cubic centi-
Fermi S(v) approaches 1 in the region of v=-1 too meter, A is the atomic numper, p the density in
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grams per cubic centimeter, and a is the Bohr [84] and indicated as a corrective term by Pirenne
radius. Equation (22) differs from Koppe's eq [74J. The relative importance of this corrective
(,14) by a factor of 2. This discrepancy is probably term decreases as the number of electrons in the
due to an inconsistency between the normaliza- atom increases.
tions involved in the various equations [81, p. Calculations including the correction of Waller-
661]. Hartree have been made for neon and argon

A reasonable approach to obtain a complete [84,85]. In a limited region of the variable v the
curve S(v) would be to draw S(v) for low v on the values of S(v) thus obtained are in good agreement
basis of eq (21) and (22), for large v on the basis with values from the Thomas-Fermi model (see
of the Thomas-Fermi curve, and then join by fig. 7).
interpolation the parts of the curve thus obtained. Wagnt tl model. Lenz (74] suggested that one
Koppe has suggested that this interpolation be assume a distribution of the electronic charge
done simply by multiplying the Thomas-Fermi within the atom according to a model introduced
S(v) by the factor v/(v+A), where the constant A by Wentzel. With this model a constant can be
is adjusted to yield the correct behavior for low v. adjusted so as to yield the experimental value of
However, this interpolation formula appears to the diamagnetic susceptibility, which implies a
give values of 8(v) that are too low for intermedi- correct behavior for S(v) at low'v. This procedure
ate values of v (see table 41). Therefore, a more implies really that the atom behaves with respect
realistic interpolation seems necessary. to incoherent scattering as though it contained

Hoztree model cakudations. A more basic ap- a single charged particle distributed in density as
proach to the calculation of S(q, Z) utilizes elec- described by the Wentzel formula [861. This
tron atoms provided by the Hartree self-consistent density is
field method [82]. Data obtained by this method Z e_?/s,
are discussed in this section, but oh the whole, P----4 2 (24)
applications of the Hartree method to the inco- where
herent scattering function appear much less ad-
vanced than one might believe. R-(l1ri~ (25)

The Hartree method starts from an independent
particle picture, which assumes that the excitation then
or ionization involves one electron only, leaving
the other electrons tindisturbed. From this stand- s(v).= - 1 -[((1 2/A%)(2+•R2 )
point the incoherent scattering function for a
material represents simply an average of the
incoherent scattering functions for its separater
electrons. One can then write --- 1-

S(qZ)=1_(1/Z)X1jflP(g)12, (23) 1+9.04Z"(-1.25 X

where f(1)(q) indicates the probability that the ith (26)
electron gets neither excited nor detached, even
though it has received the recoil momentum q. Curves according to eq (26) for Pb and C (graph-
The quantity f (0)(q) is not quite the same as the ite) are plotted in figure 6.
ordinary form factor f ()(q), 'which represents the It is difcult to assess the accuracy provided by
contribution of the ith electron to coherent the Wentel model. The density (24), being
scattering; the difference lies in the fact that the singular at r=O, should yield an excessively slow
excitation of an electron from one orbit to another approach of S(v) to 1 as v increases. In practice
may be forbidden by the exclusion principle. S(v) approaches 1 for lower values of v than in

ata on the form factor f()(q) for electrons in a other models but this is presumably due to more
few orbits and for a number of atoms have been serious inaccuracies of the model at medium
provided by James and Brindley [47] on the basis distances from the nucleus.
of Hartree wave functions. Values of elf")(q)12 Condluion. The preceding discussion indicates
have been calculated from these data by Compton that existing approximate models fail to yield
and Allison [83]. However, it is not clear how accurate data on the incoherent scattering func-
this data was obtained for the higher Z materials tion. Under the circumstances the values of
because James and Brindley give practically no S(q,Z) derived from the Thomas-Fermi model
data for shells higher than the M shell. The were used because the final results did not appear
combined difference between IfA?(,)W2 and I:f" (1)I1 to depend critically on the systematic errors of
for all electrons is treated by Wailer and Hartree these values for low and large q.
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